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he present paper includes all literature of importance on the mine­
ralogy, petrography, geology, paleontology, Quaternary geology, 
morphology, physical geography, mineral deposits, and mining of Svalbard 
until 1944. Accounts of expeditions have only been incorporated when they 
also include geological information of some importance, or original 
observations. Pa pers dealing only with the itinerary of the expedition 
have been omitted, even if the expedition has also done geological 
work. Short articles only repeating information given in other pa pers 
have in some instances been left out. 
It is possible that some works have been overlooked. Especially 
during the last war it has been impossible to obtain information about 
all new literature, and for that reason the list is certainly incomplete 
for recent years. 
The pa pers have been arranged according to the year of publica­
tion, and under the different years the authors are listed alphabetically. 
Parliamentary papers and annual reports, etc. are found under special 
headings. An index or alphabetical list of authors, and a systematic 
register have also been included. In the latter on ly more important 
pa pers are incorporated. Owing to the mixed contents of severai 
papers the systematic register has only been worked out in its main 
features. 
Abbreviations of titles of periodicals have been made in accordance 
with: A World List of Scientific Periodicals, published in the years 
1900�1933. 
Information on geology and mining in Svalbard is also to be found 
in severai works of reference and geological text-books not included 
in the following lists. 
Oslo, January 1947. 
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UNDER YEAR OF PUBLICATION 
1625. 
POOLE, JONAS. Diverse Voyages to Cherie Island, in the Yeeres 1604 
1605, 1606, 1608, 1609. - Samuel Purchas. Hakluytus Posthumus or 
Purchas His Pilgrimes. London 1625. Reprinted in 20 vol., Glasgow 
1905-1907. Vol. 13. p. 285 and 293. 
Galena and eoal in Bear Island mentioned for the first time. 
- English Northerne Navigations, etc. - Samuel Purchas. Hakluytus Post­
humus or Purchas His Pilgrimes. London 1625. Reprinted in 20 vol., 
Glasgow 1905-1907. Vol. 14. P. 19. 
Coal in Kongsfjorden mentioned for the first time. 
1675. 
MARTENS, FREDERICK. Spitzbergische oder Groenlandische Reise Beschrei­
bung gethan im Jahre 1671. Hamburg 1675. Pp. 17-25. AIso as facsi­
mile-edition. Ed. W. Junk. No. 21. Berlin 1923. 
Some Spitsbergen rocks mentioned. 
1758. 
MARTIN, ANTON ROLANDSSON. Dagbok hållen vid en resa till Norrpolen 
eller Spitsbergen, på Kongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens omkostnad och med 
ett GronHindska Compagniet i Goteborg tiIIhorande skepp år 1758 forriittad 
af Anton Rolandsson Martin [A diary of a voyage to the North-Pole or 
Spitsbergen which was made at the charge of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences, on board a ship belonging to the Gothenburg o Greenlandic 
Company, in the year 1758, edited by - -J. - Ymer. Arg. I. 1881. 
Stockholm 1882. Pp. 102-141. 
On pp. 110-111 some sClttered informat:on about rocks. 
1820. 
SCORESBY, W. An Account of the Arctic Regions, with a History and 
Description of the Northern Whale-Fishery. Edinburgh 1820. B. I. Pp. 149, 
153. Appendix VI. l\otice respecting the Minerals of Spitzbergen. Pp. 
(76)-(77). 
1821. 
- Von den Gletschern auf Spitzbergen, besonders von den sieben Eis­
bergen. - Ann. Phys. Lpz. jahrg. 1821. B. 69. Leipzig 1821. Pp. 
[136 J--1 1431. 
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1827. 
LATTA, THOMAS A. Observations on the Glaeiers and Climate of Spitz­
bergen made during a Visit to that Island; with a Reply to Mr. Scoresby's 
Remarks. - Edinb. new philos. J. 1827. Edinburgh 1827. Pp. 9 1- 103. 
183 1. 
KEILHAU, B. M. Reise i 0st- og Vest-Fin marken samt til Beeren-Eiland 
og Spitsbergen i Aarene 1827 og 1828 [A journey in East- and West­
Finmarken, and also to Bear Island and Spitsbergen in the years 1827 
and 1828]. Christiania 183 1. Pp. 108-244. 
German transl: Petermanns Mitt. Erg. h. Nr. 16. Gotha 1865. Pp. 43-67. 
1834-1835. 
JAMESON, ROBERT. Arctic Geology. - In Leslie, Sir john, etc. See below. 
LESLIE, SIR JOHN, ROBERT JAMESON, and HU GH MURRAY. Narrative of 
Discovery and Adventure in the Polar Seas and Regions: With Il1ustra­
tions of their Climate, Geology, and Naturai History ; and an Account 
of the Whale-Fishery. Fourth Edition. Edinburgh 1835. Chapter XI. 
Arctic Geology, pp. 463-467. [Written by Robert jameson.[ 
Also in German, Leipzig 1834. 
1840. 
MARTINS, CH. Observations sur les glaeiers du Spitzberg com pares il ceux 
de la Suisse et de la Norvege. - Biblioth. univ. de Geneve. Geneve, 
juillet 1840. 36 pp. - Ann. Sei. geol., oct. 1842. - Bull. Soc. geo l. 
Fr. T. 14. Paris. P. 14 et seq. - Paul Gaimard. Voyage en Seandinavie, 
en Lapponie, au Spitzberg et aux Feriie, pendant les annees 1838, 1839 
et 1840 sur la corvette La Recherche. Geogr. phys. T. 1. tre partie. 3e livr. 
Paris. Pp. 138- 192. 
1843. 
BEECHEY, F. W. Voyage of Discovery towards the North Pole perforrned 
in His Majesty's Ships Dorothea and Trent, under the Command of 
Captain David Buchan, R. N.; 1818; to which is added a Summary of all 
the early Attempts to reach the Paeifie by Way of the Pole. London 1843. 
Geology in the tfacts around Magdalenefjorden on pp. 132--138. 
1846. 
KONINCK, L. DE. Notice sur quelques fossiles du Spitzberg. - Bull. Aead. 
Belg. Cl. Sei. Vol. 13. No. 6. Bruxelles 1846. Pp. (592)�(596). - Paul 
Gaimard. Voyages en Seandinavie etc. Livr. 26. Pp. 250-255. 
1847. 
BUCH, LEOPOLD VON. Baren-Insel nach B. M. Keilhau geognostisch be­
schrieben. Berlin 1847. 16 pp. 
Also printed as: Ober Spirifer Keilhavii, tiber dessen Fundort und Ver­
haltnil.\ zu ahnlichen Formen. - Abh. preuss. Akad. Wiss. 1846. Berlin 
1848. Pp. 65-80. 
1850. 
ISKOPAEMYE predmety so Spicbergena [Fossils from Spitsbergen]. - Zurnal 
Minist. Parodn. Prosvjesc. T. 67. VI. 1850. P. 15. lIn Russian.] 
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KONINCK, L. DE. Nouvelle notice sur les fossiles du Spitzberg. - Bull. 
Acad. Belg. Cl. Sei. Vol . 16. No. 12. Bruxelles 1850. Pp. (632)-(643). 
Paul Gaimard. Voyages en Scandinavie etc. Livr. 26. Pp. 256-268. 
- L. de Koninck. Mem. de paleontologie. Bruxelles 1857-58. 
1840-1850. 
DUROCHER, M. J. Observations geologiques sur la Scandinavie et le Spitz­
berg. -- Paul Gaimard. Voyages en Scandinavie, tn Lapponie, au Spitz­
berg et aux Feriie, pendant les annees 1838, 1839 et 1840 sur la 
corvette La Recherche. Livr. 29 c. Pp. 469-478. Paris. 
- Les glaeiers du Spitzberg com pares li ceux des Alpes. - Paul 
Gaimard. Voyages en Scandinavie etc. Livr. 10. Pp. 320-349. Paris. 
ROBERT, EUGENE. Geologie, mineralogie et metallurgie. - Paul Gaimard. 
Voyages en Scandinavie etc. T. 5. Paris 1844. - Sejour au Spitzberg; 
description geologique de la rade de Bell-Sound. Observations sur les 
glaeiers et les glaces flottantes du Spitzberg. Livr. 4. Pp. 87-118. -
Spitzberg. Livr. 26. Pp. 129-131. 
1859. 
TORELL, OTTO. Bidrag till Spetsbergens molluskfauna jemte en allman 
iifversigt af arktiska regionens naturfiirhållanden och forntida utbredning 
[Contributions to the molluscfauna of Spitsbergen, together with a general 
Vlew of naturai relations and former extent of the Arctic regions]. Stock­
holm 1859. 154 pp. See also Torell 186 I. 
1860. 
HORN ER, L. Notes on Rock-Specimens from Spitzbergen, collected by Capt. 
Parry and Lieut. Foster. - Quart. J. geol. Soe. Lond. Vol. 16. London 
1860. Pp. 442--444. Appendix to J. Lamont. Notes about Spitzbergen 
in 1859. See below. 
LAMONT, j. Notes about Spitzbergen in 1859. - Quart. J. geol. Soc. 
Lond. Vol. 16. London 1860. Pp. 428-444. Lecture March 28. 1860. 
See also: Prestwich, J.; Salter, j. W.; Woodward, S. P.; and Horner, L. 
PRESTWICH, J. Description of the Graveis from Spitzbergen. - Quart. 
J. geol. Soc. Lond. Vol. ! 6. Pp. 438-339. Appendix to J. Lamont. 
Notes about Spitzbergen in 1859. See above. - AIso: Appendix to 
J. Lamont. Seasons with the Sea-Horses. London. 1861. Pp. 306-307. 
SALTER, J. W. Note on the Fossils from Spitzbergen. - Quart. J. geol . 
Soc. Lond. Vol. 16. Pp. 439-442. Appendix to j. Lamont. Notes about 
Spitzbergen in 1859. See above. - AIso: Appendix to J. Lamont. Seasons 
with the Sea-Horses. London 1861. Pp. 307-312. 
WOODWARD, S. P. Recent Shells. - Quart. j. geol. Soc. Lond. Vol. 16. 
Pp. 437- 438. Appendix to j. Lamont. Notes about Spitzbergen in 1859. 
See above. - AIso: Appendix to J. Lamont. Seasons with the Sea­
Horses. London 1861. P. 304. 
186 1. 
LAMONT, J. Seasons with the Sea-Horses. London 1861. 312 pp. See also 
Prestwich, j. 1860; Salter. J. W. 1860; and Woodward, S. P. 1860. 
TORELL, OTTO. Ober die physikalische Geographie der arktischen Region. 
- Petermanns Mitt. H. 2. Gotha 186 1. Pp. 49-67. Abstract of Tore11 1859. 
Some information aboul glåciers in Spitsbergen. 
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1863. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Geografisk och geognostisk beskrifning Ofver nord­
ostra delarne af Spetsbergen och Hinlopen Strait [Geographical and 
geognostical description of the north-eastern parts of Spitsbergen and 
Hinlopen Strait]. Stockholm 1863. 25. pp. - K. svenska VetenskAkad. 
Hand!. B. 4. No. 7. See also maps 1863. 
German trans!. Die schwedische Expedition nach Spitzbergen 1861. 
6. Geographische Beschreibung der nordostlichen Theile von Spitzbergen 
und der Hinlopen-Stral.\e. 7. Geognostische Beschreibung. - Petermanns 
Mitt. Gotha 1864. Pp. 127-135, 208-215. 
1864. 
BLOMSTRAND, C. W. Geognostiska iakttagelser under en resa till Spets­
bergen år 1861 IGeognostical observations during a voyage to Spitsbergen 
in the year 1861J. Stockholm 1864.46 pp. - K. svenska VetenskAkad. 
Hand!. B. 4. No. 6. See also maps 1864. 
German trans!. Reiche Steinkohlenlager in Spitzbergen. Aus dem Schwe­
dischen von C. F. Frisch. [Extract concerning the coalbearing strata.] -
Petermanns Mitt. Gotha 1865. Pp. 191-195. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E., see 1863. 
1865. 
lBLOMSTRAND, C. W.], see 1864. 
CHYDENIUS, K. Svenska expeditionen till Spetsbergen år 1861 under led­
ning af Otto TorelI [The Swedish expedition to Spitsbergen in the year 
1861, under the direction of O. T.]. Stockholm 1865. 480 pp. 
Scattered geological information. 
DVNER, N. & A. E. NORDENSKIOLD. Anteckningar till Spetsbergens geo-
grafi, Stockholm 1865. 15 pp. K. svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. 
B. 6. No. 5. 
Only some information about coa!. 
English trans!. Explanatol'Y remarks in illustration of a map of Spitzbergen. 
Stockholm 1865. 23 pp. 
German trans!. Memoire zu der schwedischen Karte von Spitzbergen. -
Petermanns Mitt. Erg. h. 16. Gotha 1865. Pp. 26-33. 
MARTINS, CHARLES. Du Spitzberg au Sahara. Paris 1865. Pp. 76-83. 
German trans!. Von Spitzbergen zur Sahara. Jena 1868. B. 1. Pp. 87-94. 
- New edition. Gera 1874. 
- Le Spitzberg. - Tour d. Monde T. 12. 1865. Deuxieme semestre. Paris 
1865. Pp. 1-32. 
Also about glaeiers and geology in Spitsbergen. 
- Le Spitzberg. Tableau d'un archipel il. l'epoque glaciaire. - Bul!. Soc. 
geo!. Fr. 2 e serie. T. 22. Paris 1865. Pp. 336-348. 
NORDENSKIOLD. A. E., see Duner N. & A. E. NordenskiOld. 
[PETERMANN, A.I Die deutsche Nordfahrt des Herrn Barto von Lowenigh 
im Jahre 1827. - Petermanns Mitt. Erg. h. No. 16. Gotha 1865. 
Pp. 39-66. 
Contains also a translation of Keiihau, B. M. (1831), 
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1866. 
GRAD, CHARLES. ES4uisse physique des iles Spitzbergen et du Pole 
Arctique. - Nouv. Ann. Voyages. 1866. l. Pp. 26-49, 158-194, 273 
-302; Il. Pp. 72-103, 17 1- 208. - Also printed separately. Paris 
1866. 164 pp. 
On Spitsbergen pp. 53 83. 
HEER, OSWALD. Om de af A. E. Nordenskiold och C. W. Blomstrand på 
Spetsbergen upptackta fossila vaxter [On the fossil plants discovered in 
Spitsbergen by A. E. Nordenskiold and C. W. Blomstrand]. - K. svenska 
VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 23. 1866. Stockholm 1866. Pp. 149-155. 
LINDSTROM, G. Om Trias- och Jura-forsteningar från Spetsbergen [On 
Triassic and Jurassic fossils from Spitsbergen[. Stockholm 1866. 20 pp. 
- K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 6. No. 6. - Verh. geo!. Reichs 
Anst. Wien 1867. P. 343 et seq. 
Review: Geol. Mag. Lond. Vol. 5. London 1868. Pp. 29--30. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Utkast till Spetsbergens geologi. Stockholm 1866. 
35 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 6. No. 7. See also maps 
1866. 
English transJ. Sketch of the Geology of Spitzbergen. Stockholm 1867. 
55 pp. 
Review: N. Jb. Min. Geo!. PaHiont. Jahrg. 1869. Stuttgart 1869. Pp. 
376-378. 
1867. 
DUNER, N. & A. E. NORDE:--ISKIOLD. Svenska expeditionen till Spetsbergen 
år 1864 om bord på Axel Thordsen, under ledning af A. E. Nordenskiold 
[The Swedish expedition to Spitsbergen in the year 1864 made under 
the leadership of A. E. Nordenskiold on board the "Axel Thordsen" l. -
Svenska expeditioner till Spetsbergen och Jan Mayen, utforda under åren 
1863 och 1864 af N. Duner, A. J. Malmgren, A. E. Nordenskiold och 
A. Quennerstedt. Stpckholm 1867. Pp. 1-152. 
German trans!. by L. Passarge, see 1869. 
HEER, OSW ALD. C ber die Polarliinder. Vortrag gehalten den 6. Dez. 1866 
auf dem Rathaus in ZUrich. Ztirich 1867. 24 pp. 
Only a little about Spitsbergen. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E., see 1866. and DUller, N. & A. E. Nordenskiold. 
1868. 
CRAMER, C. Fossile Holzer von Green Harbour. - O. Heer. Die fossile 
Flora der Polarlander, etc. B. 1. Ztirich 1868. Pp. 175-180. 
HEER, OSWALD. Die fossile Flora der Polarlander enthaltend die in Nord­
gronland. auf der Melville Inse1, in Banksland. am Mackenzie, in Island 
und ill Spitzbergen entdeckten fossilen Pflanzen. Mit einem Anhang tiber 
fossile Halzer der arktischen Zone bearbeitet von C. Cramer. Ztirich 1868. 
192 pp. Abschnitt V: Miocene Flora von Spitzbergen, pp. 155-161. 
Abschnitt VII: Fossile Halzer \'on Green Harbour, pp. 175-180. Also 
as: Heer. Flora fossilis arctica. B. 1. 
-- Ueber die miocane Flora der Polarregionen. - Das Ausland. Jahrg. 41. 
Augsburg 1868. Pp. 277-280. 
Also on Spitsbergen. 
6 
HEER, OSW ALD. On the Miocene Flora of tbe Polar Regions. Two lectures 
given at tbe annual meeting of tbe Naturai History Society of Switzer­
land on tbe 9 tb and 1 1  tb September, 1867, at Rheinfelden (Trans!. by 
jobn Edward Lee.) - Geo!. Mag. Lond. Vol. 5. London 1868. Pp. 
273-280 . 
LINDSTROM, G. Analyser på bergarter från Spetsbergen [Analyses of rocks 
from Spitsbergen]. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 24. 1867 . 
Stockbolm 1868. Pp. 6 7 1-675. 
MARTINS, CHARLES, see 1865. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. und F. W. VON OTTER. Die Schwedische Nordpol­
Expedition, 20 . juli bis 14. September 1868. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 14. 
Gotha 1868. Pp. 429 -4 36. 
Only a little about the eoal seams on Bear Island and at K ings Bay. 
OTTER, F. W. VON, see Nordenski61d. A. E. und F. W. von Otter. 
1868-1883. 
HEER, OSWALD. Flora fossilis arctica. Ziiricb & Wintherthur 1868-8 3. 
This work includes severaI papers concerning the paleontology of Svalbard, but as 
these are also found above and below, they will not be repeated here. 
1869. 
FRI ES, TH. M. och C. NYSTROM. Svenska polar-expeditionen år 1868 med 
kronoångfartyget Sofia. Reseskizzen. [The Swedish Polar expedition of 
1868 with the mail steamer Sofia. TraveIling sketcbes.l Stockbolm 1869. 
23 1 pp. 
Geology on pp. 44, 92-93, 101, 122 -123, 214-218. 
HEER, OSWALD. Die neuesten Entdeckungen im hoben Norden. - Vortrag 
gebalten den 28. januar 1869 auf dem Rathaus in Ziirich. Ziirich 1869. 
28 pp. 
In Swedisb: Om de nyaste upptackterna i det bOge Norden. Stockbolm 
1869. 28 pp. 
In Freneh: Les dernieres deeouvertes dans l'extreme nord. Lausanne 
1869. 3 2  pp. 
- La flore mioeene du Spitzberg. - Areh. Sei. phys. nat. T. 36. Geneve 
1869. Pp. 289 -300; - Ann. Sei. nat. T. 12. Paris 1869. Pp. 302-31 1. 
In German : Die miocene Flora von Spitzbergen. Vorgetragen den 23. August 
1869 bei der Versammiung der Scbweiz. naturf. Gesellscbaft in Solothurn. 
- Verh. schweiz. naturf. Ges. B. 53. Solothurn 1869. Pp. 156- 168. 
[Printed in 1870 . 1  Swedish abstraet by A. j. Malmgren. Om miocen-floran 
på Spetsbergen. - Ofvers.finska VetenskSoc. F5rh. B. 12. 1869 - 1870. 
Helsingfors 1870 .  Pp. 137- 145. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. 1868 års svenska polarexpeditionen under ledning 
af A. E. Nordenski5ld och Fr. V. Otter. Framtiden. B. 2. Stockholm 1869 . 
Pp. 6 42-657. 
English trans!. Account of the Swedish N orth-Polar Expedition of 1868, 
under the Command of A. E. Nordenski5ld and Fr. W. von Otter. - Proc. 
R. Geogr. Soc. Lond. Vo!' 1 3  (1868- 1869). London 1869. Pp. 15 1-
165. - j. R. Geogr. Soc. Vo!. 39, 1869. London 1869. Pp. 1 3 1- 146. 
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French trans\. Expedition suedoise de 1868 au Pole nord sous la direction 
de A. E. NordenskiOld et du baron W. von Otter. - Bull. Soc. Geogr. 
Paris T. 18, Paris 1869. Pp. 357-378. 
German trans\., see Passarge, L. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E., see 1867. 
NYSTROM, C., see Fries, Th. M. och C. Nystrom. 
PASSARGE, L. Die schwedischen Expeditionen nach Spitzbergen und Baren­
Eiland ausgefiihrt in den Jahren 1861, 1864 und 1868 unter Leitung 
von O. Torell und A. E. Nordenskiold. Aus dem Schwedischen ilbersetzt 
von L. Passarge. J ena 1869. 518 pp. (Bib\. Geogr. Reisen u. Entdeck. 
alterer und neuerer Zeit. B. 5. ) - Edition 2. Gera 1874. 
Zur Geologie von Spitzbergen. - Ausland. B. 42. Augsburg 1869. P. 384. 
1870. 
HEER, OSW ALD. Die miocene Flora und Fauna Spitzbergens. Mit einem 
Anhang ilber die diluvialen Ablagerungen Spitzbergens. Stockholm 1870. 
98 pp. - Ksvenska VetenskAkad Hand\. B. 8. No. 7. - Also as Heer: 
Flora fossilis arctica. B. 2. No. 3. Abschnitt 2: Nordenskiold, A. E. Mit­
theilung ilber die tertiaren und posttertiaren Lager Spitzbergens. Pp. 
18-25. Loven, S. Mollusca [von Adventbai]. Pp. 91-92. 
HEUGLIN, TH. v., Th. v. Heuglins und Graf Zeil's Forschungen in Ost­
Spitzbergen. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 16. Gotha 1870. Pp. 422-423, 
443-451. 
LOVEN, S., see Heer, Oswald. 
MALMGREN, A. j., see Heer, Oswald 1869. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E., see Heer, Oswald. 
ZIRKEL, F. Mikromineralogische Mittheilungen. - N. Jb. Min. Geo\. Palaont. 
Stuttgart 1878. P. 808. 
Diabase from Spitsbergen mentioned. 
Zur Miocan-Flora von Spitzbergen. - Ausland. B. 43. Augsburg 1870. 
P. 395. 
187 1. 
HEER, OSW ALD. Fossile Flora der Baren-Inse\. Enthaltend die Beschreibung 
von den Herrn A. E. NordenskiOld und A. j. Malmgren im Sommer 1868 der 
dort gefundenen Pflanzen. Stockholm 1871. 51 pp. - K. svenska Vetensk 
Akad. Hand!. B. 9. No. 5. Also as: Heer. Flora fossilis arctica B. 2. 
No. 1. See also N ordenskiOld 1871. 
- Die miocene Flora und Fauna Spitzbergens. Leipzig 1871. See also 
Heer 1870. 
- Die miocane Flora von Spitzbergen. - Gaea. B. 7. Koln 1871. Pp. 
91-98. 
HELLWALD, F. Spitzbergen nach den neuesten Forschungen. - Ausland. 
Nr. 2 1. Augsburg 1871. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Die Bergkalkformation auf der Baren-Insel und Spitz­
bergen. - Anhang zu: Oswald Heer. Fossile Flora der Baren-Inse\. -
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand\. B. 9. No. 5. Stockholm 1871. Pp. 25-31. 
PETERMANN, A. Th. v. Heuglin's Aufnahmen in Ost-Spitzbergen, 1870. -
Petermanns Mitt. 1871. B. 17. H. 5. Gotha 1871. Pp. 176-182. 
Seattered information about hyperite on Edgeøya and Barentsøya. 
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1872. 
FRAAS, O. [Description of Triassic and Jurassic fossils from Spitsbergen. 
Letter of Jan. 18. 1870.] - N. Jb. Min. Geol. Palaont. Jahrg. 1872. 
Stuttgart 1872. Pp. 203-206. 
- Heuglin's geologische Untersuchungen in Ost-Spitzbergen. - Geographie 
und Erforschung der Polar-Regionen. Nr. 65. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 18. 
H. 7. Gotha 1872. Pp. 275-277. 
HEER, OSW ALD. On the Carboniferous Flora of Bear Island. (Lat. 740 30' N). 
- Quart. J. geo!. Soc. Lond. Vo!' 28. London 1872. Pp. 16 1-169. 
Discussion (W. Carruthers) pp. 172- 173. 
HEUGLlN, M. TH. VON. Reisen nach dem Nordpolarmeer in den Jahren 
1870 und 187 1. Erster Theil: Reise in N orwegen und Spitzbergen im 
Jahre 1870. Braunschweig 1872. 328 pp. Dritter Theil: Beitrage zur 
Fauna, Flora und Geologie von Spitzbergen und Novaja Semlja. Braun­
schweig. 1874. Pp. 327-342. 
1873. 
DAWSON, J. W. Note on the Relations of the supposed Carboniferous Plants 
of Bear Island with the Palæozoic Flora of North America. - Geo!. 
Mag. Lond. Vol. 10. London 1873. P. 43. 
DRASCHE, R ICHARD V. Dr. Richard v. Drasche's geologische Reise nach 
Spitzbergen juli und August 1873. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 19. Gotha 
1873. Pp. 408-410. 
- Geologische Excursion nach Spitzbergen. - N. jb. Min. Geo!. Palaont. 
Jahrg. 1873. Stuttgart 1873. Pp. 722-725. - Verh. geo!. ReichsAnst. 
(StAnst. ) Wien, jahrg. 1873. Wien 1873. P. 2 16. 
- Bericht tiber eine Reise nach Spitzbergen im Sommer 1873. - Mitt. 
Wiener geogr. Ges. Wien 1873. Pp. 493 et seg. 
- Geologische Beobachtungen auf einer Reise nacb den Westkilsten Spitz­
bergens im Sommer 1873. - Verh. geo!. ReichsAnst. (StAnst. ) Wien. 
jahrg. 1873. Nr. 15. Wien 1873. Pp. 260-26.3. 
HULKE, j. W. Memorandum on some Fossil Vertebrate Remains Collected 
by the Swedish Expeditions to Spitzbergen in 1864 and 1868. Stockholm 
1873. 1 1  pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. I. No. 9. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. "Sur les poussieres charbonneuses, avec fer metal­
ligue, gu'il a observees dans la neige". - Lettre a M. Daubree. -
C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris. T. 77. Paris 1873. Pp. 463-465. 
PETERMANN, A. Die fUnfte Schwedische Nordpolar-Expedition unter dem 
Commando von Prof. NordenskiOld 1872- 1873. - Petermanns Mitt. 
B. 19. Gotha 1873. Pp. 337-360. 
Geology from Festningen on page 356. 
TOULA, FRANZ. Koblenkalk-Fossilien von der Stidspitze von Spitzbergen . 
. - S. B. Akad. Wiss. Wien. B. 68. Abt. I. jahrg. 1873. Wien 1873. 
Pp. 267-29 I. 
1874. 
DRASCHE-W ARTINBERG, RICHARD V. Reise nach Spitzbergen im Sommer 
1873 mit dem Schooner ., Polarstjernen". Wien 1874. 63 pp. 
Scattered geological information from many places. 
DRASCHE, R ICHARD V. Petrographisch-geologische Beobachtungen an der 
West-KUste Spitzbergens. - Tscherm. Mitt. H. 3. Wien 1874. Pp. 18 1-
198, 26 1-268. Also in jb. geo!. ReichsAnst. Wien. B. 24. Wien 1874. 
9 
Russian trans!. Petrograficesko-geologiceskija nabljudenija na zapadnyh 
beregah Spicbergena. - Gornyj Zurna!. T. l. Leningrad-Moskva 1876. 
P. 101 et seq. 
HEER, O. Uebersicht der miocenen Flora der arktischen Zone. Ztirich 1874. 
24. pp. Also as: Heer. Flora fossilis arctiea. B. 3. No. 4. 
HEER, OSW ALD. Beitrage zur Steinkohlen-Flora der arctischen Zone. 
1. Steinkohlen-Pflanzen aus der Klaas Billen-Bai in Spitzbergen. Stockholm 
1874. 7 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 12. No. 3. Also as: 
Heer. Flora fossilis arctiea. B. 3. No. I. 
- Die Kreideflora der arctischen Zone, gegrtindet auf die von den schwe­
dischen Expeditionen von 1870 und 1872 in Granland und Spitzbergen 
gesammelten Pflanzen. Stockholm 1874. 138 pp. - K.svenska Vetensk 
Akad. Hand!. B. 12. No. 6. 
(Kreideflora von Spitzbergen. Pp. 23-25; Kreidepflanzen Spitzbergens. 
Vom Kap Staratschin. Pp. 122--130). 
Also as: Heer. Flora fossilis arctiea. B. 3. 1\'0. 2. 
- Anmarkningar Mver de at' svenska polarexpeditionen 1872-73 upp­
tiickte fossila vaxter I Remarks on the fossil plants disco\'ered by the 
Swedish polar expedition of 1872--73]. -- K. svenska VetenskAkad Ofvers. 
Årg. 31. 1\'0. 1. 1874. Stockholm 1874. Pp. 25-32. 
-- Die schwedischen Expeditionen zu Erforschung des hohe n Nordens vom 
Jahr 1870 und 1872 auf 1873. ZUrich 1874. 46 pp. 
HEUGLlN, M., TH. v., see Heuglin 1872. 
HOFER, HANNS. Graf Wilczeks Nordpolarfahrt im Jahre 1872. I. Beitrage 
zur Geographie Stid-Spitzbergens. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 20. H. 6. 
Gotha 1874. Pp. 2:9--228. 
Kohlenlager auf Spitzbergen. - Ausland. B. 47. I\'r. 47. Ausgburg 1874. 
P. 290. 
MOjSISOVICS VON MOjsvAR , EDMUND. Ober die triadischen Pelecypoden­
Gattungen Daonella und Halobia. Wien 1874. 37 pp. - Abh. Geo!. 
ReichsAnst. \X'ien. B. 7. H. 2. 
Also on fossils brought home from Spitsbergen by R. Drasche. 
l';ORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Om kosmiskt stoff, som med nederbarden faller 
till jordytan. - K.svenska VetenskAkad . Ofvers. Årg. 31. No. 1. 1874. 
Stockholm 1874. Pp. 3- 12. 
German trans!. Ober kosmischen Staub, der mit atmospbarischen Nieder­
schliigen auf die Erdoberfliicbe herabrallt. - Poggendorff's Ann. B. 151. 
Leipzig 1874. Pp. 154-165. - J. prakt. Chem. (2) B. 9. Leipzig 1874. 
Pp. 356-367. 
English abstract: Phil. Mag. Vol. 48. London 1874. Pp. 546-547. 
French abstract: Arch. Sei. phys. nat. (2) T. 51. Geneve 1874. Pp. 
282-284. - C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris. T. 78. Paris 1874. Pp. 236-239. 
1875. 
KJELLMAN, FR. Svenska polar-expeditionen år 1872-1873 under ledning 
al' A. E. Nordenski5ld [The Swedish Polar expedition 1872-1873 under 
direction of A. E. Nordenskiold]. Stockholm 1875. 352 pp. 
The last chapter contains some information about the geology at Isfjorden and Bellsund. 
MARECHALL, A. G. VON, see Toula, Franz. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Utkast till Isfjordens och Bellsounds geologi. -
Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 2. 1874-1875. Stockholm 1875. Pp. 
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243-260, 30 1-322, 356-373. - Also as: Bidrag till kannedom om 
de arktiska landernas naturfOrhållanden. B. 1. Stockholm 1875. 56 pp. 
English trans!. Sketch of the Geology of lee Sound and Bell Sound, 
Spitsbergen. - Geo!. Mag. Lond. Vo!' 3. London 1876. Pp. 16-23, 
63-75, 1 18- 127, 255-267. 
German trans!. Obersicht der Geologie des Eisfjordes und Bellsundes. 
- Anhang: Oswald Heer. Beitrage zur fossilen Flora Spitzbergens. -
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 14. No. 5. Stockholm 1876. Pp. 94- 133. 
NORDENSKlålD, A. E. Redogorelse for den svenska polarexpeditionen år 
1872-73. lRecord of the Swedish Polar Expedition, 1872-731. Stock­
holm 1875. 132 pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 2. No. 18. 
Pp. 2 1-28: Forteckning ofver de på Spetsbergen och Beeren Eiland 
funna mineraler [Lists of minerals found in Spitsbergen and Bear Island1. 
Also as: Bidrag till kannedommen om de arktiska landernas naturforhål­
landen grundade på undersokningar utfOrda under svenska expeditioner 
till Polartrakterna. B. 2. 
Geology from North-East Land and other places. 
Review: Petermanns Mitt. B. 19. Gotha 1874. Pp. 444-453. 
TOVLA, FRANZ. Kohlenkalk- und Zechstein-Fossilien aus dem Hornsund an 
der Siid-Westkiiste von Spitzbergen. - S. B. Akad. Wiss. Wien. B. 70. 
Abt. 1. Jahrg. 1874. Wien 1875. Pp. 133- 156. - Also separate. Rev. 
by A. G. von Mareehall in Geo!. Mag. Lond. New. Ser. Decade Il. Vo!' 2. 
London 1875. P. 272. 
- Permo-Carbon-Fossilien von der Westkiiste von Spitzbergen. (Belsund, 
Cap Staratschin, Nordfjord). - N. Jb. Min. Geo!. Palaont. Jahrg. 1875. 
Stuttgart 1875. Pp. 225-264. - Also separate. 
TåRNEBOHM, A. E. Mikroskopiska bergartsstudier. 4. Några gronstenar 
från Spetsbergen [Microscopical studies of rocks. 4. Some basic eruptives 
from Spitsbergen]. - Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 2. 1874- 1875. 
Stockholm 1875. Pp. 543-549. 
1876. 
DRASCHE, RICHARD V., see 1874. 
HEER, OSW ALD. Beitrage zur fossilen Flora Spitzbergens. Gegriindet auf 
die Sammlungen der schwedischen Expedition vom Jahre 1872 auf 1873. 
Mit einem Anhang: Obersicht der Geologie des Eisfjordes und des Bell­
sund es von Prof. A. E. NordenskiOld. Stockholm 1876. 14 1 pp. - K.svenska 
VentenskAkad. Hand!. B. 14. No. 5. - Also as: Heer. Flora fossilis 
arctiea. B. 4. No. I. 
LAMONT, JAMES. Yachting in the Arctic Seas or Notes of five Voyages of 
Sport and Discovery. London 1876. 387 pp. 
Pp. 281-83, 293-294 about coal in Adventfjorden and Kongsfjorden . 
. NORDENSKIåLD, A. E., see 1875, and Heer, Oswald. 
Preznie klimaty poljarnyh stran po iskopaemym ostatkam na Spicbergenje, 
Novoj Semlje, Medvjezem Ostrovje i prol:. [Earlier climate in the Polar 
regions derived from fossils on Spitsbergen, Nowaja Zemlya, Bear Island, 
etc.J. - Znanie. No. 10. Moskva 1876. Pp. 1-8. 
1877. 
OBERG, P. Om trias-forsteningar från Spetsbergen lOn Triassic fossiIs from 
Spitsbergen]. Stockholm 1877. 19 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. 
B. 14. No. 14. 
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1878. 
FRITZ, H. Die periodischen Uingenanderungen der Gletscher. - Peter­
manns Mitt. Gotha 1878. Pp. 38 1-39 1. 
GARDNER, J. STARKIE. Are the Fossil Floras of the Arctic Regions Eocene 
or Miocene? and [which] are the Causes which enable them to exist in 
high Latitudes? - Nature, Lond. Vol. 19. London 1878. Pp. 124-127. 
Also concerning Spitsbergen. 
GRAD, CH. Sur l'emersion et le soulevement des terres polaires arctiques 
aux iles Spitzbergen et Nowaja Semlja. - Bull. Soc. geo\. Fr. Ser. 4. 
T. 2. No. 4. Paris 1878. Pp. 447-449. 
1879. 
GARDNER, J. STARKIE. Are there no Eocene Floras in the Arctic Regions? 
- Nature, Lond. Vol. 20. London 1879. Pp. 10- 13. - Pop. Sei. Rev. 
Vol. 3. 1879. Pp. 55-60. 
Also concerning Spitsbergen. 
1880. 
BLOMSTRAND, C. W. Ett hognordiskt mineral [Arctolite, an Arctic mineral]. 
Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forhandl. B. 5. Stockholm 1880. Pp. 2 10--216. 
1882. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Något 01}1 Spetsbergens geografi [About the geography 
of Spitsbergen] - Ymer. Arg. 2. Stockholm 1882. Pp. 243-244. Report 
of a lecture on Nov. 17th 1882. 
KAYSER, E. IPalaozoische Versteinerungen von Spitzbergen.] - Z. dtsch. 
geol. Ges. B. 34. Berlin 1882. P. 8 18. 
MARTIN, ANTON ROLANDSSON, see 17 58. 
1883. 
FUCHS, TH. Ober die wahrend der schwedischen geologischen Expedition 
nach Spitzbergen im Jahre 1882 gesammelten Tertiarconchylien. Stock­
holm 188 3. 1 1  pp. - 3ih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand\. B. 8. No. 15. 
JONES, T. R. Notes on the Palaeozoic Bivalved Entomostraca. No. 16 : 2. 
Some Palaeozoic Bivalved Entomostraca from Spitzbergen. - Ann. Mag. 
nat. Hist. Ser. 5. Vol. 12. London 188 3. Pp. 247-249. 
KAISER, W. Eine geologische Expedition nach Spitzbergen. - Natur. Halle 
a. S. 1883. 
LUNDGREN, B. Bemerkungen tiber die von der schwedischen Expedition 
nach Spitzbergen 1882 gesammelten Jura- und Trias-Fossilien. Stockholm 
188 3. 22 pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand\. B. 8. No. 12. 
NATHORST, A. G. Polarforskningens bidrag till forntidens vaxtgeografi 
[The contribution of the polar exploration to the phytogeography of the 
past.] - A. E. Nordenskiold : Studier och forskningar. IV. Stockholm 1883. 
Pp. 229-30 1. 
German transl. Beitrage der Polarforschung zur Pflanzengeographie der 
Vorzeit. - A. E. Nordenskiold : Studien und Forsehungen. Leipzig 1885. 
Pp. 2 19-288. 
- Ober die wissenschaftlichen Resultate der letzten schwedischen Expedi­
tion nach Spitzbergen (A us "Stockholms Dagblad" iibersetzt von Th. Fuchs. 
Stockholm, 13. November 1882 ). - Verh. geol. ReichsAnst. (St. Anst.) 
Wien. J ahrg. 188 3. Nr. 2. Wien 1883. Pp. 25--28. 
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1884. 
DUNIKOWSKI, EMIL VON. Ueber Permo-Carbon-Schwamme von Spitzbergen. 
Stockholm 1884. 18 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 21. No. 1. 
GoEis, A. Om Fusulina cylindrica Fischer från Spetsbergen lOn Fusulina, 
etc. from Spitsbergen]. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 40. No. 8. 
1883. Stockholm 1884. Pp. 29-35. 
LAN KESTER, E. RA Y. Report on Fragments of Fossil Fishes from the 
Palæozoic Strata of Spitzbergen. Stockholm 1884. 6 pp. - K.svenska 
VetenskAkad. H-md!. B. 20. No. 9. 
NATHORST, A. G. Redogorelse fOr den tillsammans med G. De Geer år 
1882 fOretagna geologiska expeditionen till Spetsbergen [Record of the 
geological expedition to Spitsbergen made together with G. De Geer in 
the year 1882]. Stockholm 1884. 78 pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. 
Hand!. B. 9. No. 2. 
1885. 
NATHORST, A. G., see 1883. 
TSCHERNYSCHEW, TH. Der Permische Kalkstein im Gouvernement Kost­
roma. -- Verh. russ. Min. Ges. Ser. 2. T. 20. No. 9. St. PMersbourg 1885. 
Also about Spitsbergen. 
1886. 
MOJSISOVICS VON MOJSV ÅR, EDMUND. Arktische Triasfaunen. Beitrage zur 
palaontologischen Charakteristik der arktisch-pacifischen Triasprovinz unter 
Mitwirkung der Herren Dr. Alexander Bittner und Friedrich Teller. 
St. Petersbourg 1886. 159 pp. -- Mem. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. Ser. 7. 
T. 33. Lief. 6. 
Abstract : VorIage des Werkes "Arktische Triasfaunen" . - Verh. geo!. 
ReichsAnst. (St.Anst.) Wien Jahrg. 1886. Nr. 7. Wien 1886. Pp. 155-168. 
Review by Haug in Ann. geo!. T. 3. 1887. P. 2 10. 
1887. 
LUNDGREN, B. Anmarkningar om permfossil från Spetsbergen [Notes on 
Per,r,ian fossils from Spitsbergen]. Stockholm 1887. 26 pp. - Bih. K.svenska 
VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 13. Avd. IV. No. I. 
Review by G. H[inde] in Geo!. Mag. Lond. New. Ser. Decade 3. Vol. 5. 
London 1888. P. 13 1. 
1888. 
HINDE, G. J. On the Chert and Siliceous Schists of the Permo-Carbon­
iferous Strata of Spitsbergen, and on the Characters of the Sponges 
therefrom, which have been described by Dr. E. von Dunikowski. -
Geol. Mag. Lond. Vol. 5. London 1888. Pp. 24 1-25 1. 
NATHORST, A. G. [Ober die Schichtfolge und der Bau von Spitzbergen.] 
- Su ess, E., Antlitz der Erde. B. 2. Wien 1888. Pp. 84-87. See also 
maps 1888. 
1890. 
BACKSTROM, H. Ober angeschwemmte Bimssteine und Schlacken der nord­
europaischen Kiisten. Stockholm 1890. 43 pp. - Bih. K.svenska Vetensk 
Akad. Hand!. B. 16. Afd. 2. No. 5. 
EKHOLM, NILS. Observations faites au Cap Thordsen, Spitzberg, par I'ex· 
pedition suedoise publiees par l' Academie Roy. des Sciences de Suede. 
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T. 1: 3. Observations met�orologiques. - Expl. int. des regions polaires 
1882- 1883. Stockholm 1890. 
Here also about temperatures in the frozen ground. 
KOKENTHAL, W. Bericht liber die von der Geographischen Gesellschaft in 
Bremen im Jahre 1889 veranstaltete Reise nach Ostspitzbergen (Dr. Kliken­
thal und Dr. Walter.) - Petermanns Mitt. B. 36. H. 3. Gotha 1890. 
Pp. 6 1-76. 
SCHENCK, A. Jurassiche Holzer von Green Harbour auf Spitzbergen. -
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 47. Stockholm 1890. Pp. 5- 10. 
189 1. 
HARTMANN, GEORG. Der EinfluB des Treibeises auf die Bodengestalt der 
Polargebiete. Inaugural-Dissertation. Leipzig 1891. 1 16 pp. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Projet d'une exploration antarctique et exploration 
norvegienne au Spitzberg. -- Bull. Soc. Geogr. Paris. r ser. T. 12. Paris 
189 1. Pp. 538-544. 
Also on geology in Svalbard. 
WOODW ARD, A. SMITH. The Devonian Fish-Fauna of Spitzbergen. - Ann. 
Mag. nat. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. 8. London 189 1. Pp. 1- 15. 
1892. 
CREMER, LEO. Ein Ausflug nach Spitzbergen. Berlin 1892. 80 pp. Pp. 74-80: 
Prof. Dr. Holzapfel. Petrefacten von Spitzbergen und Baren-Eiland. -
The chapters written by Cremer also printed in Naturw. Wschr. B. 6. 
Jena Nov. 189 1 - Febr. 1892. 
HAM BERG, A. [Hafsis, glacieris och glacierrorelse.l [Sea-ice, glacier-ice 
and glacier movements.1 - Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 14. Stockholm 
1892. Pp. 558-599. Report of a lecture. 
HOLZAPFEL, Prof. Dr., see Cremer, Leo. 
KELTIE, j. SCOTT. Coal in Spitzbergen. - Proc. R. Geogr. Soc. New 
Monthly ser. Vol. 14. No. 3. London 1892. P. 182. 
NATHORST, A. G. Einiges liber die BasaIte des arktischen Gebietes. Eine 
Berichtigung. Veranlal.\t von H. Backstroms Abhandll1ng, Beitrage zur 
Kenntnis der islandischen Liparite. - Geol. Foren. Stockholm. Forh. 
B. 14. Stockholm 1892. P. 69. 
Also remark on basalt from Spitsbergen. 
- Preliminart meddelande om de af G. Nordenskiold 1890 på Spetsbergen 
insamlade vaxtforsteningar [Prelimenary note on plant-fossils gathered in 
Spitsbergen by G. N.l. - G. Nordenskii:ild, Redogorelse fOr den svenska 
expeditionen lill Spetsbergen 1890. Pp. 61-66. See also: NordenskiOld, G. 
NORDENSKIOLD, G. Redogorelse fOr den svenska expeditionen till Spets­
bergen 1890 [Record of the Swedish expedition to Spitsbergen in 18901. 
Stockholm 1892. 93 pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 17. 
Afd. 2. No. 3. See also: Nathorst. A. G. 
1893. 
DE GEER. G., see Hamberg, A. 
HAMBERG, A. [Studier vid några glacierer på Spetsbergen. Referat af fore­
drag.] [Studies of some glnciers in Spitsbergen. Report of a lecture.] -
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Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. IS. Stockholm 1893. Pp. 73-77. With 
notes by A. E. Nordenskiold and G. De Geer. 
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E., see Hamberg, A. 
RABOT, CHARLES. Les glaciers de Spitzberg. - Nature. T. 2 1  Il. Paris 
1893. Pp. 24S-247. 
- Sur les glaeiers de Spitzberg. C. R. Acad. Sei. Paris. T. 1 17. Paris 
1893. Pp. (72)-(74). 
1894. 
CARFORT, R. DE ET LANCELIN. Etudes sur le mouvement des glaeiers dans 
la baie de I� Recherche. - Voyage de " La Manche" a l'lle Jan-Mayen 
et au Spitzberg (juillet-aofit 1892). - Nouv. Arch. Miss. sei. litt. Paris 
1894. Pp. 116-- 124. 
DOLFUS, G., see Ramond, G. et G. Dolfus. 
FEILDEN, H. W. A Subaqueous Moraine. - Glacialist Mag. Vol. 2. London 
1894. Pp. 1-5. 
Moraine in Grønfjorden. 
HAMBERG, AXEL. En resa till norra Ishafvet som maren 1892. rA voyage 
to the Arctic Sea in the Summer of 1892]. - Ymer 1894. Stockholm 
189S. Pp. 25-61. IPrinted in 1894.] 
LANCELlN, see Carfort, R. de et Lancelin. 
MEUNIER, STANISLAS. Note sur les echantillons geologiques recueillis par 
La Manche au cours de son voyage. - Voyage de "La Manche" a l'ile 
Jan-Mayen et au Spitzberg (juillet-aofit 1892). - Nouv. Areh. Miss. sei. 
litt. Paris 1894. Pp. 221--229. 
NATHORST, A. G. Ober die palaeozoische Flora der arktisehen Zone (Vor­
laufige Mittheilung.) - Jb. genI. ReichsAnst. Wien. B. 44. Wien 1894. 
Pp. 87-98. 
- Sveriges geologi. Stokholm 1894. 
Also on Spitsbergen. 
-- Zur paHiozoischen Flora der arktischen Zone enthaltend die auf Spitz­
bergen, auf der Baren-Insel und auf Novaja Zemlja von den schwedisehen 
Expeditionen entdeckten palaozoischen Pflanzen. Stockholm 1894. 80 pp. 
- K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 26. No. 4. Also as Nathorst: Zur 
fossilen F iora der Polarliinder. T. 1. Lief. 1. 
- Jordens Historia [H istory of the EarthJ. Stockholm 1894. Pp. 52, 693, 
734--35, 766-67, 80 1, 926. 
RA BOT, CHARLES. Explorations dans ]'Ocean Glacial Arctique Islande -
Jan j\1ayen - Spitzberg. - Bull. Soe. Geogr. Ser. 7. T. 15. Paris 1894. 
Pp. 1--69. 
Also on glaeiers in Spitsbergen. 
RAMOND, G. ET G. DOLFUS. Geologie du Spitsberg, a propos de la mission 
de "La Manche". Notes et resumes. - Feuill. jeun. Nat. No. 286, 
287 et 288. Paris 1894. Pp. 145-147, 161-167, 1 17 - 185. 
1895. 
DAMES, W. Ober die Jchtyopterygier der Triasformation. - S. B. preuss. 
Akad. Wiss. J ahrg. 189S. B. 46. Berlin 1895. P. 1045 et seq. 
HAM BERG, A. Studien ilber Meereis und Gletschereis. Stockholm 1895. 
13 pp. - Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 21. Afd. 2. No. 2. 
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1896. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Rapport om den svenska geologiska expeditionen till 
Isfjorden på Spetsbergen som maren 1896 [Report of the Swedish geolo­
gieal expedition to Ice Fiord in Spitsbergen in the summer of 1896J. 
Ymer 1896. H. 4. Stockholm 1896. Pp. 259-266. 
FEILDEN, H. W. Notes of the Glaeial Geology of Arctic Europe and its 
Islands. Part Il. Arctic Norway, Russian Lapland, Novaya Zemlya and 
Spitsbergen. - Quart. j. geol. Soc. Lond. Part 52. London 1896. Pp. 
721-747. 
GARWOOD, E. j. and j. W. GREGORY. The Geologieal Work of the Conway 
Spitsbergen Expedition. - Geol. Mag. Lond. 1896. N. Ser. Decade 4. 
Vol. 3. London 1896. Pp. 437-439. 
GREGORY, j. W. The Conway Expedition to Spitzbergen. - Nature, Lond. 
Vol. 54. London 1896. Pp. 437-438. 
Also aboul geology and glaeiers. 
NATHORST, A. G. Marine Conehylien im Tertiar Spitzbergens und Ost­
gronlands. lBriefliehe Mitteilung.] - Z. dtseh. geol. Ges. B. 48. H. 4. 
Berlin 1896. Pp. 983-986. 
1897. 
DE GEER, GERARD, Ref. af foredrag I april 1897 i Geo!. Foren. om Von 
Postglaeieren på Spetsbergen [The von Post Glacier in Spitsbergen. 
Report of a lecture in Geo!. Foren. on April l, 1897]. - Geol. Foren. 
Stockh. Forh. B. 19. H. 7. Stockholm 1897. Pp. 185-186. 
NATHORST, A. G. Zur mesozoisehen Flora Spitzbergens gegrlindet auf die 
Sammlungen der schwedischen Expeditionen. Stockholm 1897. 77 pp. -
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 30. No. 1. Also in: Nathorst, Zur 
fossilen Flora der Polarlander. Th. I, Lief. 2. 
-- Naehtragliehe Bemerkungen tiber die mesozoische Flora Spitzbergens. 
- K.svenska VetenskAkad. Gfvers. Årg. 54. 1897. Stockholm 1897. 
Pp. 383-387. 
RABOT, CHARLES. Les variations de longueur des glaeiers dans les regions 
arctiques et boreales. - Areh. Sei. phys. nat. [e partie 1897, pp. 1-86; 
Ile partie 1899 et 1900, pp. 1-250. Geneve et Båle 1897 et 1900. 
Abstract: Variations in the length of glaciers. - Geogr. j. B. 19. London 
1902. Pp. 194-196. 
WEGENER, GEORG. Zum ewigen Eise. Berlin 1897. 359 pp. 
Geological rev. pp. 199-204. 
1898. 
CONWAY, W. MARTIN. An Exploration in 1897 of some of the Glaeiers of 
Spitsbergen. - Geogr.j.Vol. 12. London 1898. Pp. 137-158. 
- The Spitsbergen Glaeiers. - N ature, Lond. Vol. 57. London 1898. Pp. 
472-473. Report of a lecture in R. Geogr. Soe. London. 
GARWOOD, E. j. The Glaeiers of Spitsbergen. - Nature, Lond. Vol. 57. 
London 1898. P. 473. Report of a lecture in R. Geogr. Soe. London. 
GARWOOD, E. j. AND j. W. GREGORY. Contributions to the Glacial Geology 
of Spitsbergen. - Quart. j. geol. Soe. Lond. Vol. 54. London 1898. 
Pp. 197-225. 
Abstract: Geol. Mag. Lond. 1898. New Ser. Deeade 4. Vol. 5. Pp. 
178-79. - Phil. Mag. Vol. 45. London 1898. Pp. 541-542. - Nature, 
Lond. Vol. 57. London 1898. Pp. 405-406. 
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NATHORST, A. G. Om 1898 års svenska polarexpeditionen [On the Swedish 
Polar Expedition of 1898 ] . - Ymer. Årg. 18. Stockholm 1898. Pp. 
321-348. 
Seattered geo!. informations. 
- Spitzberg et Terre Fran90is-joseph. Les vanatlOns periodiques des 
glaeiers. 3e rapport, 1897. - Arch. Sei. phys. nat. T. 6. Geneve 1898. 
Pp. 41-45. 
PIKE, ARNOLD. A Cruise on the east of Spitsbergen. - Geogr. j. Vol. 11. 
No. 4. London 1898. Pp. 365-371. 
Some information about the basaIts in Kong Karls Land. 
TSCHERNYSCHEW, TH. Ober die Artinsk- und Carbon-Schwamme vom Ural 
und vom Timan. - Verh. kais. miner. Ges. Ser. 2. B. 36. St. Peters­
burg 1898. 
Also a little on Spitsbergen. 
In Russian: Cernysev, F. N. Zamjetka ob artinskih i kamennougolnyh 
gubkah Urala i Timana. - Izv. Imp. Akad. Nauk. T. 9. No. 1. St. Peters­
burg. 1898. 
WEBER, HEINRICH. Die Entwickelung der physikalischen Geographie der 
Nordpolarlander bis auf Cooks Zeiten. MUnchen 1898. 250 pp. 
Pp. 218 221 summary of the geology of Svalbard. 
1899. 
ANDERSSON, GUNNAR . Om Bjomon eller Beeren Eiland [About Bear Island[. 
- Naturen. Aarg. 23. No. 11. Bergen 1899. Pp. 345-346. See also 
Kolderup, Carl Fred. 
BOHM, JOH. Ueber Triasfossilien von der Baren·Insel. - Z. dtsch. geo!. 
Ges. B. 51. Berlin 1899. Pp. 325-326. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Nya bidrag till Spetsbergens geologi [New contributions 
to the geology of Spitsbergen 1. -- Forh. skand. naturf. Møte. 15. møte 
1898. Stockholm 1899. Pp. 229-231. Report of a lecture. 
FROMME,jOHANNES. Ober die Geologie Spitzbergens. - jber. Ver. Naturw. 
Braunschw. B. 11. Braunschweig 1899. Pp. 184--186. 
GARWOOD, E. j. Additional Notes on the Glacial Phenomena of Spits­
bergen. - Quart. j. geol. Soc. Lond. Vol. 55. London 1899. Pp. 681-691. 
Review. - Geol. Mag. Lond. 1899. N. Ser. Decade 4, Vol. 6. Pp. 430 --
431. - Phil. Mag. Vol. 48. London 1899. P. 411. - Nature, Lond. 
Vol. 60. London 1899. P. 239. 
GUTTMANN, HERM. FUhrer flir Spitzbergen. 2. Auf]. Berlin 1899. 80 pr. 
HAMBERG, AXEL. Ober die Basalte des Konig Karl Landes. GeoJ. 
Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 21. H. 5. Stockholm 1899. Pp. 509-532. 
KOLDERUP, CARL FRED. Bjørnoen. - Naturen. Aarg. 23. Nr. 8. Bergen 
1899. Pp. 244-250. 
Notice: Gunnar Andersson, Om Bjamon eller Seeren Eiland, and reply 
by Kolderup. - Ibid. Pp. 345-346. 
LINDSTROM, G. On a speeies of Tetradium from Beeren Eiland. - K.svenska 
VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 56. No. 2. 1899. Stockholm 1899. Pp. 41 --47. 
LORENZEN, A. Die Baren-Insel. Die Natur. Halle a. S. 1899. Pp. 
344-345. 
- Kiinig Karls-Land. - Globus. B. 76. Braunschweig 1899. Pp. 80-81. 
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NATHORST, A. G. Några upplysningar till den nya kartan afver Beeren 
Eiland [Explanatory remarks on the new map of Beeren Eiland]. -
Ymer. Årg. [9. [899. H. 2. Stockholm 1900. Pp. 171-185. [Printed in 
[899.] 
- L'ile des Ours (Baren Inse!), Le Spitzberg, Terre du roi Charles, Giles 
Land (Ile Blanche), La Terre de Franc;ois joseph. - Les variations 
periodiques des glaeiers, 4: e rapport, [898. - Arch. Sei. phys. nat. 
T. 8. Geneve [899. Pp. [41- [66. 
- The Swedish Arctic Expedition of 1898. - Geogr. J. Vol . 14. No. 1. 
1899. Pp. 51-76 and Vol. 14. No. 2. 1899. Pp. 155-177. London 1899. 
- Kung Karls Land. - Ymer. Årg. 19. 1899. H. 1. Stockholm 1900. 
Pp. 1-32. [Printed in 1899.] 
A little geology on page 25. 
- Fossil Plants from Franz josef Land. - Norw. Polar Exped. 1893-
1896. Sei. Res. Vo!' 1. No. 3. Christiania [899. P. 22. 
On Jurassic fossils from Spitsbergen. 
POMPECKJ, J. F. Marines Mesozoicum von Kanig-Karls-Land. IVorlaufiger 
Bericht.] - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 56. No. 5. 1899. 
Stockholm 1899. Pp. 449-464. 
RABOT, CHARLES. Les variations de longueur des glaeiers dans les regions 
arctiques et boreales. Spitsberg. - Bib!. univ. Arch. Sei. phys. nat. 
T. 7. Geneve 1899. Pp. 365-386, 557-578. 
RICHARD, JULES. Notes d'excursion au Spitsberg et aux iles voisines. -
C. R. Soc. geogr. Paris. No. 2. Paris 1899. Pp. 66-78. 
1900. 
ANDERSSON, JOH. GUNNAR. Ober die Stratigraphie und Tektonik der Baren 
Insel (Vor!. Mitt.) - Bull. geo!. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Nr. 8. Vol. 4. P. 2. 
1899. Uppsala 1900. Pp. 243 - 80. Also issued as thesis for the doctor's 
degree. Uppsala [901. 38 pp. See also maps 1900. 
Abstract by Charles Rabot: Geographie T. 2. Paris 1900. Pp. 5 [5-517. 
- Resultaten af de geologiska arbetena under den af honom ledda expedi­
tionen til l Beeren Eiland. Referat af fOredrag. IResuIts of the geological 
researches made during the expedition to Beeren Eiland lead by the 
author] . - Geol. Faren. Stockh. Farh. B. 22. Stockholm 1900. Pp. 69-70. 
BJ0RLYKKE, K. O. Om kulleierne paa Spitsbergen lOn the coal seams of 
Spitsbergen]. - Dagbladet, Oslo, 30 april 1900: Tromsø Stiftstidende 
10. mars 1900. 
CARLHEIM-GYLLENSKOLD, V. På åttionde breddgraden [Under the 80th 
degree of N. latitude]. Stockholm 1900. 256 pp. 
Geological rev. pp. 209-214. 
- Traveaux de l 'expedition suedoise au Spitsberg en [898 pour la mesure 
d'un are du meridien. No. 2. Geologiska anteckningar [Geological notes]. 
- K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 56. [899. Stockholm 1900. Pp. 
887-900. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Om gradmatningsnatets framfOrande afver sadra och 
mellersta Spetsbergen [On the extending of the are measurement over 
southern and middle Spitsbergen]. -- Ymer. Årg. 20. 1900. H. 3. 
Stockholm [901. Pp. 28[-302. IPrinted in 1900. ] 
:2 
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Also printed as: Rapport till Kongl. Kommitten for gradmatning på Spets­
bergen ofver den rysska gradmatningsexpeditionens arbeten sommaren 
1899. Stockholm 1900. 26 pp. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Om ostra Spetsbergens glaciation under istiden [The 
glaeiation of East-Spitsbergen during the glacial period]. - Geol. Foren. 
Stockh. Forh. B. 22. H. 5. Stockholm 1900. Pp. 427-436. See also 
maps 1900. 
-- Die Gletscher von Spitsbergen [Vortrag]. - Verh. 7 Int. geogr. Congr. 
Berlin 1899. Th. 2. Berlin 1900. Pp. 299-302. 
Deutscher Seefischerei- Verein. Die Expedition des Deutschen Seefischerei­
Vereins in das nordliche Eismeer vom jahre 1899. - Mitt. dtsch. See­
fisch Ver. B. 16. No.!. Berlin 1900. VIII. Das Kohlenvorkommen. Pp. 
32-33. 
Kamennougolnyja zalezi na Spicbergenje [Coal deposits in Spitsbergen]. -­
Pravit. Vjestnik. No. 285. 1900. 
KNIPOWITSCH, N. Zoologische Ergebnisse der russischen Expedition nach 
Spitzbergen im jahre 1899. Ober die postpliocaenen Mollusken und 
Brachiopoden von Spitzbergen. - Bull. Acad. Sci. St. Petersb. T. 12. 
Nr. 4. St. Petersburg 1900. Pp. 377-386. 
LINDSTROM, G. Om Thecocyathus Nathorsti n. sp. , a Neocomian co raI from 
King Charles Land. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Ofvers. Årg. 57. No. 1. 
1900. Stockholm 1900. Pp. 5-12. 
LORENZEN, A. Die Basalte des Konig Karls-Landes. - Naturw. Wschr. 
B. 15. Berlin 1900. Pp. 451-452. 
MEWIUS, F. Spitzbergens Steinkohlen. - Berg- U. hiittenm. Ztg. B. 59. 
Leipzig 1900. Pp. 475-476. 
MOLLMANN, BERGING. Die Kohlenlager der Bareninsel. - Gliickauf. 
jahrg. 36. Nr. 11. Essen 1900. Pp. 225-226. 
NATHORST, A. G. Ober die oberdevonische Flora (die " Ursaflora") der 
Baren Insel. ( Vorlaufige Mitt.) - Bull. geol. Instn. Univ. Upsala Vol. 4. 
P. 2. 1899. Uppsala 1900. Pp. 152-156. 
- Les terres polaires. 1. Le Spitzberg. - Les variations periodiques des 
glaciers. 5 :  e rapport, 1899. P. 13. - Arch. Sei. phys. nat. T. 10. Geneve 
1900. P. 38. 
- Två somrar i Norra Ishafvet [Two summers in the Arctic Seal. Stockholm 
1900. Forra delen. 352 pp. 
Seattered geological information. 
POMPECKJ, j. F. Geologische Ergebnisse der letzten Nordpolarfahrten. -
Beil. zu Allgem. Zeitung. No. 27. Mi.inchen 2/2 1900. 
RA BOT, CHARLES. Exploration geologique de Beeren Island. - Geographie. 
T. 2. Paris 1900. Pp. 515-517. Abstract of joh. Gunnar Andersson: 
Ober die Stratigraphie, etc. 
WOODWARD, A. SMITH. Notes on Fossil Fish-Remains collected in Spitz­
bergen by the Swedish Arctic Expedition 1898. Stockholm 1900. 7 pp. 
- Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 25. Afd. 4. No. 5. 
1901. 
ANDr.RSSON, JOH. GUNNAR. Den svenska expeditionen till Beeren Eiland 
sommaren 1899 [The Swedish exped. to Beeren Eiland in the summer 
of 1899]. - Ymer. Årg. 20. 1900. H.4. Stockholm 1901. Pp. 423--454. 
[Printed in 1901.1 
Abstract: Geogr. J. Vol. 18. London 1901. Pp. 215-217. 
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ANDERSSON, JOH. GUNNAR. Nyare litteratur om Beeren Eilands geologi 
[Recent literature concerning the geology of Beeren Eiland]. -- Geo!. 
Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 23. H. 4. Stockholm 1901. Pp. 219-230. 
DE GEE R , GERARD. Spår efter maskar i en till Heklahooklagren horande 
dolomit [Traces after worms in a dolomite from Hecla Hoek] . - Geo!. 
fOren. Stockh. Forh. B. 23. Stockholm 1901. P. 532. 
- [Vindnotta sten ar från Lommebay på Spetsbergen.] [Wind-worn stones 
from Lommebay in Spitsbergen.] - Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 23. 
Stockholm 1901. P. 532. Report of a lecture. 
DITTMER, R. Das Nord-Polarmeer. Nach Tagebtichern und Aufnahmen 
wahrend der Reise mit Sr. Maj. Schiff "Olga". Hannover und Leipzig 
190 l. 361 pp. 
Geology on pp. 178--180, 194-201. 
HENKING, Professor Dr. Die Expedition nach der Baren-Insel im Jahre 1900. 
1\'litt. dtsch. Seefisch Ver. Nr. 2. Berlin 190 1. 
Coal, Bear Island pp. 12-14. 
Norwegian trans!. Expeditionen til Bjørneøen 1900. Beretning fra Expedi­
tionens Leder, Professor Dr. Henking, Generalsekretær for " Deutscher 
Seefischerei- Verein". - Norsk FiskTid . 20. Aarg. Bergen 190 l. 
KA YSER, E. Ober eine Molluskenfauna vom Grey Hook auf Spitzbergen. Stock­
holm 1901. 24 pp. -Bih. K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 27. Afd. 4. No. 2. 
MEWIUS, F. Deutsche Nutzbarmachung auf der Bareninse!. - Globus. 
B. 79. Braunschweig 190 l. Pp. 236-239. 
M [EWIUS] . F. Deutsche Interessen auf der Bareninsel. - Koloniale Z. 2. 
Berlin 1901. Pp. 80-81. 
NATHORST, A. G. Bidrag till Kung Karls lands geologi [Contribution to 
the geology of King Charles Landl. - Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. Nr. 208. 
B. 23. H. 5. Stockholm 190 l. Pp. 341-378. See also maps 190 l. 
Abstract, see Palleske, R. , and Rabot, Charles. 
- Les terres polaires. 2 :  1. Terre Fran�ois-Joseph, 2. Spitzberg, 3 a. 
Groenland. Les variations period. d. glaeiers. -6 : e rapport (1900). 
Pp. 15-17. - Arch. Sei. phys. nato T. 12. Geneve 1900. Pp. 119-121. 
PALLESKE, R. Nathorst tiber die geologischen Verhaltnisse von Konig­
Karlsland. - Globus. B. 80. Braunschweig 1901. P. 339. 
POMPECKJ, j. F. Ueber Aucellen und Aucellen-ahnliche Formen. - N. Jb. 
Min. Geo!. PaHiont. Bei!. B. 14. Stuttgart 1901. Pp. 319-368. 
Also material from Spitsbergen. 
RA BOT, CHARLES. La geologie de la terre du Roi Charles. - Geographie. 
T. 4. Paris 190 l. Pp. 379-383. 
Abstraet from Nathorst, Hamberg and others. 
- Progres de I'erosion il Beeren Eiland. 
Pp. 297-302. 
1902. 
Geographie T. 3. Paris 1901. 
BRUN, A. Glaeiers du Spitzberg pendant I'ete 1902. - EcI. geo!. Heiv. 7. 
Lausanne 1901-1902. Pp. 357-359. 
- Les glaciers du Spitzberg. - C. R. trav. Soc. heiv. Sei. Nat. 85. Geneve 
1902. Pp. 115-118. 
- Observations sur quelques glaeiers du Spitzberg pendant I'ete 1902. -
Bib!. univ. Areh. Sei. phys. nat. T. 14. Geneve 1902. Pp. 489-492. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Rapport om den svenska gradmatningsexpeditionen till 
Spetsbergen som maren 1901; Il. 16. juli- 14. september. [Report on the 
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Swedish arc-measurement expedition to Spitsbergen in the summer of 
1901; Il. From july 16th to Sept. 14th.1 - Rapporter till Kong!. kom­
mitten for gradmatning på Spetsbergen Mver den svenska gradmatnings­
expeditionens arbeten 190 l. Stockholm 1902. Pp. 8- [9. 
FRIES, TH. M. Några ord om rutmarken (Polygonboden) på Spetsbergen oeh 
Beeren Island [Some remarks on the polygone soils on Spitsbergen and Bear 
Island]. - Geol. Foren. Stoekh. Forh. B. 24. Stockholm 1902. Pp. 370-372. 
NATHORST, A. G. Les terres polaires. 1. Spitzberg. Les variations period. 
d. glaciers. -7: e rapport ([ 90 [). P. 16. - Arch. Sci. phys. nat. T. 14. 
Geneve 1902. ,P. 297. 
- Zur oberdevonischen Flora der Baren-Inse!. Stockholm 1902. 60 pp. -­
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. B. 36. No. 3. - Also as: Zur fossilen 
Flora der PolarHinder. T. [. Lief. 3. 
Rev. by Charles Rabot: La flore fossile de Beeren Eiland. Geographie. 
T. 6. Paris [902. Pp. 422-423. 
RABOT, CHARLES, see Nathorst, A. G. 
CERNYSEV, F. N. Verhnekamennougolnye brahiopody Urala i Timana. -­
Trudy Geo!. Kom. T. [6. No. 2. Vyp. 1. St.-Petersburg 1902. Pp. 
[-749. lThe Upper Carboniferous bracciopods from Ural and Timan. 
- Mem. Com. geo!. St. -petersb. T. 16. No. 2. Livr. [. St. Petersbourg 
1902. Pp. 1-749. ] lIn Russian.] 
About Spitsbergen on pp. 376-397, 688. 
W ALLSEE, H. E. Der Nordland- und Spitzbergenfahrer. Erlebtes und Erle­
senes. Hamburg. [902. 155 pp. - Also later editions. 
WULFF, THORILD. Botanische Beobachtungen aus Spitzbergen. Lund [902. 
Kapitel I!I: Der Polygon boden ( "  Rutmarken "). Pp. 75-95. 
In French: Observations botaniques faites au Spitzberg. - Miss. Sci. 
pour la mesure d'un arc de meridien au Spitzberg. Miss. suedois. T. 2. 
Sec. [O. Stockholm 1903. 
1903. 
BRUN, ALBERT. Le Spitzberg. Notes de voyage en 1902. - jber. geogr. 
Ges. Bern. B. 18. 1 900-1902. Nr. 3. Bern 1903. Pp. 110-128. 
BOHM, JOH. Ober die obertriadische Fauna der Bareninse!. -- Stockholm 
1903. 76 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad . Hand!. B. 37. No. 3. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Die quartaren Niveauveranderungen: der gegenwartige 
Standpunkt der Frage und Aufgaben flir klinftige Untersuchungen. - Forh. 
nord. Naturf. o. LakMot. [902. Sekt. 4. Helsingfors 1903. Pp. 39-41. 
GETZ, ALFRED og JAKOB GR0NVOLD. Vaste Deposits of Coals on the 
Spitzberg Island secured for Drontheim account. Trondhjem 1903. 5 pp. 
lPrinted as MS.] 
GR0NVOLD, JAKOB, see Getz, Alfred og jakob Grønvold. 
KNIPOWlTSCH, N. Zoologische Ergebnisse der russischen Expeditionen naeh 
Spitzbergen. Mollusea und Braehiopoda Il und Ill. St. Petersburg 1903. 
105 pp. - Annu. Mus. zoo!. Aead. St.-Petersb. T. 7. 
- Zoologisehe Ergebnisse der russischen Expeditionen naeh Spitzbergen. 
Mollusea und Braehiopoda. IV. Naehtrag. St. Petersburg 1903. 1 1  pp. 
- Annu. Mus. zool. Acad. St.-Petersb. T. 8. 
KOKEN, E. Reeenzion Yakowlews N eue Funde, etc. [See below] - N. jb. 
Min. Geo!. Palaont. jahrg. 1903. B. 2. Stuttgart 1903. P. 440. 
YAKOWLEW, N. Neue Funde von Trias-Saurien auf Spitzbergen. - Verh. 
russ. min. Ges. Ser. 2. T. 40. St. Petersburg [903. Pp. 179-202. See 
also Koken, E. 
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y AKOWLEW , N. Einige Bemerkungen tiber die triassischen Ichtyosaurien. 
- Verh. russ. min. Ges. Ser. 2. T. 40. St. Petersburg 1903. Pp. 263-266. 
Refers to the above work of Yako\\'le\\'. 
1904. 
BOHM, J. Ober Nathorstites und DaJlJsonites aus der arktischen Trias. -
Z. dtsch. geol. Ges. B. 56. Berlin 1904. Briefliche Mitt. Pp. 96-97. 
On Bear Island. 
DE GEER, GERARD. [Om skridjord och rutmark på Spetsbergen. Referat 
af meddelande] [On creeping soil and polygone soils on Spitsbergen. 
Report of information] - Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 26. Stockholm 
1904. Pp. 465-466. 
NANSEN, FRIDTJOF. The Bathymetric Features of the North Polar Seas, 
with a Discussion of the Continental Shelves and Previous Oscillations 
of the Shore-Line. Christiania 1904. 231 pp. - Norw. North. Polar 
Exped. 1893-96. Sei. Res. Vol. 4. No. 13. 
WOODWARD, A. SMITH. On two new Labyrinthodont SkulIs of the Genera 
Capitosaurus and Aphaneramma. - Proc. zool. Soc. 1904. London 
1904. 
Material from Sassen Valley by j. W. Gregory and E. J. Garwood 1866. 
YAKOWLEW, N. Nachtrag zu meiner Abhandlung "Neue Funde von Trias­
Saurien auf Spitzbergen" und Bemerkungen zu der von Prof. Koken 
verfa!.lten Recenzion dieser Abhandlung. - Verh. russ. min. Ges. Ser. 2. 
T. 41. St. Petersburg 1904. Pp. 165-169. 
1905. 
BRY ANT, DrxIE LEE. Beitrage zur Petrographie Spitzbergens. Erlangen 
1905. 40 pp. 
BACKSTROM, H. Ein Kugelgranit von Spitzbergen. Geol. Foren. Stockh. 
Forh. B. 27. Stockholm 1905. Pp. 254-459. 
HAM BERG, AXEL. Astronomische, photogrammetrische und erdmagnetische 
Arbeiten der von A. G. Nathorst geleiteten schwedischen Polarexpedition 
1898. Uppsala & Stockholm 1905. Pp. 31-35 (Auffallende topographische 
Ziige und ihr Zusammenhang m it den geologischen Verhaltnissen). -
K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand1. B. 39. No. 6. 
Spitsbergen coa!. - Trans. Instn. Min. Engrs. Newcastle. Vol. 29. 1904-
1905. N ewcastle-on-Tyne 1905. P. 683. 
STEVENSON, JOHN J. Recent Geology of Spitzbergen. - J. Geol. Vol. 13. 
Nr. 7. Chicago 1905. Pp. 611-616. 
- The jurassic Coal of Spitzbergen. - Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sei. Vol. 16. 
No. 4. New York 1905. Pp. 82-95. 
1906. 
ANDERSSON, GUNNAR. Kolbrytningen på Spetsbergen [The co al m ining in 
Spitsbergen]. - Ymer. Årg. 26. 1906. Stockholm 1907. Pp. 116-117. 
[Printed in 1906.] 
ANDERSSON, JOH. GUNNAR. Solifluction, a Component of Subaerial Denuda­
tion. - J. Geol. Vol. 14. No. 2. Chicago 1906. Pp. 91-112. 
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NATHORST, A. G. Svenskarnes arbeten på Spetsbergen [The Swedish work 
in Spitsbergen]. (1758; 1837; 1858--1902). - Nordisk Tidskr. Stock­
holm 1906. 461-477. 
PALIBIN, j. Ueber die Entdeckung von Sequoia-Resten auf West-Spitzbergen. 
- Verh. russ. min.Ges. Ser. 2. T. 44. St. Petersburg 1906. Pp. 411-414. 
[WICHMANN, H.l Kohlenlager auf Spitzbergen. - Petermanns Mitt. B. 46. 
Gotha 1906. P. 190. 
1907. 
BACKLUND, HELGE. Les diabases du Spitsberg oriental. St. Petersbourg 
1907. 29 pp. - Miss. sci. pOUl' la mesure d'un arc de meridien all 
Spitsberg. Miss. russe. T. 2. Sec. 9. - B. Geologie. 
Abstract by Charles Rabot : Les diabases du Spitsberg oriental. - Geo­
graphie. T. 16. Paris 1907. Pp. 263--264. 
- Ober einige Diabase aus arktischem Gebiet. - Tscherm. Mitt. B. 26. 
H. 5-6. Wien 1907. Pp. 357-390. 
BRUCE, WILLIAM S. Prince Charles Foreland. - Scot. geogr. Mag. Vol. 25. 
Edinburgh 1907. Pp. 141-156. 
DIETRICH, F. Eine Reise nach Spitsbergen. - Unterrichtsanstalt des 
Kloster St. Johann. Hamburg 1907. 
FAUST/NI, A. Giacimento di carbon fossile in Co al Harbol1r. -- Boll. Soe. 
geogr. Ital. V. 44. Roma 1907. Pp. 986-890. 
GOTHAN, W. Die fossilen Hiilzer von Kiinig Karls Land. Uppsala & Stock­
holm 1907. 44 pp. - Ksvenska Vetensk Akad. Hand!. B.42. No. 10. 
NORDENSKJOLD, OTTO. Polarvarlden och dess grannlander IThe Polar world 
and its neighbour countriesl. - Pop. vetensk. fiirelasn. Giiteborgs Hiig­
skola. Ny fiiljd. V. Stockholm 1907. Pp. 58-82. 
German transl. Die Polarwelt und ihre Nachbarlander. Leipzig l1nd Berlin 
1909. Pp. 49-69. 
- Det moderna Spetsbergen [Spitsbergen as it is at present] .  -- Varia. 
B. 10. Giiteborg 1907. Pp. 4-15. 
A little aboLl! the mines. 
RA BOT, CHARLES, see BackIllnd, Helge. 
1908. 
BACKLUND, HELGE. Observations dans le Spitzberg central. St. Peters­
bourg 1908. 28 pp. - Miss. sci. pour la mesure d'un arc de meridien 
au Spitsberg entrepr. en 1899-1901 sous les auspices des gouverne­
ments russe et suedois. Miss. russe. T. 2. Sec. 9. - B. Geologie 2. 
BRUCE, WILLIAM S. The Exploration of Prince Charles Foreland, 1906---
1907. - Geogr. J. Vol, 32. No. 2. London 1908. Pp. 139-1.50. 
DE GEER, G. Den svenska Spetsbergsexpeditionen år 1908 lThe Swedish 
Spitsbergen expedition in 1908]. - Ymer. Årg. 28. 1908. Stockholm 
1909. Pp. 102-105, 341-344. [Printed in 1908.] 
KlÆR, JOHAN. Hoels geologiske expedition til Spitzbergen 1908 [Hoel's 
geologieal expedition to Spitsbergen in 1908]. - Aftenposten, Kristiania 
20 novbr. 1908. No. 656. 
LEE, G. W. Notes on Fossils from Prince Charles Foreland. - Proe. R. 
phys. Soe. Edinb. 1907-- 1908. Vol. 17. No. 4: Edinburgh 1908. Pp. 
149-166. 
Review: Scottish Expedition to Spitsbergen. - Nature. Lond. Vol. 81. 
London 1909. P. 87. 
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SCHELLVIEN, E. Monographie der Fusulinen. Nach dem Tode des Ver­
fassers herausg. und fortges. von H. v. Staff. T. l. Die Fusulinen des 
russisch-arktischen Meeresgebietes. - Palaeontographica. B. 55. Lief. 
3-4. Stuttgart 1908. Pp. 145-194. 
Also collections from Spitsbergen. 
SOKOLOV, D. N. Aucelly Timana i Spichergena. St. Petersburg 1908. 29 pp. 
- Trud. Geo!. Kom. Nov. Ser. Vyp. 36. lAucellen vom Timan und Spitz­
bergen. St. Petersbourg 1908. 29 pp. - Mem. Com. geo!. St. Petersb. 
Nouv. serie. Livr. 36. ] [In Russian with German summary. ] 
STAFF, H. v., see Schellvien, E. 
1909. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Some leading lines of dislocation in Spitzbergen. -
Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 31. H. 4. Stockholm 1909. Pp. 199-208. 
See also maps 1909. 
- Swedish Spitzbergen Maps until the End of 1908. - Ymer. Årg. 29. 
1909. Stockholm 1910. Pp. 78-89. lPrinted in 1909.] 
FREIMUTH, BERGASSESSOR. Die Steinkohlenvorkommen Spitzbergens und der 
Bareninse!. - Gliickauf. jahrg. 45. Nr. 48. Essen 1909. Pp. 1750-1756. 
HOEL, ADOLF. Geologiske iagttagelser paa Spitsbergenekspeditionerne 1906 
og 1907 lGeological observations made on the Spitsbergen expeditions 
in 1906 and 1907] . - Norsk geol. Tidsskr. B. 1. No. 11. Kristiania 
1909. Pp. 1-28. 
Review: Z. Gletscherk. B. 3. 1908- 1909. Berlin 1909. Pp. 317-318. 
- Rekstad, J. in Petermanns Mitt. 1910 Il. P. 10 1. 
Abstract, see Rabot, Charles. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Lidt om Spitsbergens geologi. Foredrag den 18. febr. 
1909. [A little about the geology of Spitsbergen. Lecture on February 18th 
1909. ] - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb. B. 20 1908-1909. Kristiania 1909. 
Pp. 1-8. See also maps 1909. 
HULTH, J. M. Swedish Spitzbergen Bibliography. - Ymer. Årg. 29. 1909. 
Stockholm 1910. Pp. 22-74. [Printed in 1909.] 
NATHORST, A. G. Historical Sketch. - Ymer. Årg. 29. 1909. Stockholm 
1910. Pp. 4-22. [Printed in 1909.] 
On the Swedish exploration of Spitsbergen. 
NORDENSKJ0LD, OTTO, see 1907. 
RABOT, CHARLES. Le Nord-Ouest du Spitsberg, d'apres M. Adolf Hoel. 
- Geographie. T. 19. No. 4. Paris 1909. Pp. 304-310. 
RESVOLL-DIESET, HANNA. Lidt om Spitsbergens plantevekst. Foredrag den 
18. febr. 1909. lA little about the flora of Spitsbergen. A lecture on 
February 18th 1909.] - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb. B. 20. Kristiania 
1909. Pp. 9-17. 
Abstract by Charles Rabot : Geographie. T. 22. Paris 1910. Pp. 283-285. 
RESVOLL-HoLMSEN, HANNA. Om jordbundsstrukturer i polarlandene og 
plan ternes forhold til dem [On earth-structures in the Polar regions and 
their plant relations]. Nyt Mag. Naturv. B. 47. H. 4. Kristiania 1909. 
Pp. 289-296. 
19 10. 
ANDERSSON, GUNN AR. Die jetzige und fossile Quartarflora Spitzbergens als 
Zeugnis von Klimaanderungen. - Int. geol.Congr. Stockholm 1910. Pp. 409 
-417. - Also in : "Postglaciale Klimaveranderungen". Stockholm 1910. 
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ANDERSSON, j. G., see De Geer, Gerard. 
B. Entdeckung eines Vulkans und warmer Quellen auf Spitzbergen. -
Globus. B. 48. No. 16. Braunschweig 1910. P. 260. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Foredrag om det Europeiska Nordhafvet samt omgif­
vande kust- och fjordbildningar [Lecture on the European Arctic Sea and the 
surrounding coast and fjord-formations]. - Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 32. 
H. 1. Stockholm 1910. Pp. 17-22. Discussion: j. G. Andersson. Ibidem. 
- Den svenska Spetsbergsexkursionen 1910 fOr deItagare i den 1 1 :  te 
internationelIa geologkongressen i Stockholm [The Swedish Spitsbergen 
excursion in 1910 for the members of the 11 th international geological 
congress in Stockholm]. - Ymer. Årg. 30. H. 4. 1910. Stockholm 1911. 
Pp. 305-310. [Printed in 1910.] 
- A Geological Excursion to the Central Spitzbergen. Stockholm 1910. 
23 pp. - Guide de I'excursion au Spitsberg, Xle Congres geologique 
internationale. 
DENUCE, J. Les resources economiques du Spitzberg. - Bull. Soc. Geogr. 
Anvers T. 34. Anvers 1910. Pp. 23-38. 
GOTHAN, W. Die fossilen Holzreste von Spitzbergen. Uppsala & Stockholm 
1910. 56 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 45. No. 8. 
HARDER, P., see Jensen, A. S., and P. Harder. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Meine Spitzbergen-Expedition 1909. - Petermanns 
Mitt. 1910 I. Jahrg. 56. H. 4. Gotha 1910. Pp. 200-202. 
- Spitsbergens kulforekomster [The coal deposits of Spitsbergen]. -
Naturen. Aarg.34. Nr. 2. Bergen 1910. Pp. 33-43. 
- Vulkanrestene paa Spitsbergen [The remains of volcanoes In Spitsbergen]. 
- Bergverksnyt. B. 3. Kristiania 1910. Pp. 314-115. 
HUL TH, J. M. Swedish Arctic and Antarctic Explorations 1758-1910. 
Uppsala & Stockholm 1910. 189 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Årsbok 
1910. Bilage 2. 
HOGBOM, BERTIL. Einige Illustrationen zu den geologi sch en Wirkungen 
des Frostes auf Spitzbergen. - Bull. geol. lnstn. Univ. Upsala Vol. 9 
1908-09. Uppsala 1910. Pp. 41-59. 
- Svenska Spetsbergsexpeditionen 1909 [The Swedish Spitsbergen expedi­
tion in 1909]. - Ymer. Årg. 29. 1909. Stockholm 19 10. Pp. 465-468. 
[Printed in 1910.] 
ISACHSEN, GUNNAR. Entdeckung eines Vulkans und warmer Quellen auf 
Spitzbergen. - Globus. B. 48. Nr. 16. Braunschweig 1910. P. 260. 
- The lsachsen Spitsbergen Expedition. - Geogr. J. Vol. 36. No. 5. 
London 1910. Pp. 577-581. 
Warm springs and volcanoes in Spitsbergen. 
JENSEN, A. S., AND P. HARDER. Postglacial Changes of Climate in Arctic 
l<egions as revealed by lnvestigations on Marine Deposits. - Die Ver­
anderungen des Klimas seit dem Maximum der letzten Eiszeit .. hrsg. 
vom Exekutiv-Komitee des 11. intern. Geologenkongresses, Stockholm 
1910. Pp. 397-707. 
The collections of the Swedish expeditions have been consulted. 
JU-IJ. Estestvennyja bogatstva Spicbergena [Natural weaIth in Spitsbergen]. 
- Novoe Vremja, 1910. No. 12359. - Arhang. Gub. Vjed. 1910. No. 
173. - Oloneckija Gub. Vjed. 1910. No. 85. 
LAMPLUGH, G. W. Stockholm to Spitsbergen: The Geologist's Pilgrimage. 
- Nature, Lond. Vol. 85. London 1910. Pp. 152-157. 
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MERCANTON , PAUL, L. lInformation about diabases in Spitsbergen.] 
Proc.-verb. Soc. vaudoise Sei. nat. Seance du 2 novb. 1910. Lausanne 
1910. Pp. 10-11. 
NATHORST, A. G. Beitrage zur Geologie der Baren-Insel, Spitzbergens und 
des Konig-Karl-Landes. - Bull. geol. Instn. Univ. Upsala Vol. lO, 
1910-11. Uppsala 1910. Pp. 261-416. See also maps 1910. 
- Eine vorJaufige Mitteilung von Prof. j. F. Pompeckj tiber die Alters­
frage der juraablagerungen Spitzbergens. - Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. 
B. 32. Stockholm 1910. Pp. 1-9. 
- Sur la valeur des flores fossiles des regions arctiques comme preuve 
des climats geologiques. c. R. I l: e Int. geol. congr. (Stockholm 1910). 
Fase. 2. Stockholm 1912. Pp. 743-756. Lecture given on the geol. 
congr. Stockholm 1910. 
Also printed as preliminary communication without textfig. Stockholm 
1910. 10 pp. 
English trans!. by E. A. NewelI Arber: On the Value of the Fossil 
Floras of the Arctic Regions as Evidence of Geological Climates. - Geo!. 
Mag. Lond. Vol. 8. London 1911. Pp. 217-225. - Also in: Rep. 
Smithson. Instn. 1910-11. Washington 1912. Pp. 335-344. 
Swedish transl. De fossila florornas bet ydelse fOr frågan om de arktiska 
trakternas forntida klimat. - Fauna och Flora. B. 6. Uppsala 1911. 
Pp. 177-189. 
Also about Spitsbergen and Bear Island. 
RABOT, CHARL ES. Resultats de l'expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg. - Geo­
graphie. T. 22. Paris 1910. Pp. 285-287. Translation from Aftenposten. 
- Decouverte de gisements de glace fossile il la Nouvelle-Zemble et au 
Spitsberg. -- Geographie. T. 22. Paris 1910. Pp. 282-283. 
Contains also an abstract from Hanna Resvoll-Dieset 1909. 
REUSCH, HANS. Ein neuentdeckter Vulkan. - Geogr. Z. jahrg. 16. Berlin 
1910. P. 652. Abstract from Aftenposten, Oslo, Sept. 25th 1910. 
RIEDL, G. Eine Reise nach Spitzbergen. - 39 jber. K. K. I. Staatsreal­
schule in Il Bezirke in Wien 1909-1910. Wien 1910. Pp. 1-80. 
Geology on pp. 58-68. 
SALOMON, W. Die Spitzbergenfahrt des Internationalen Geologischen Kon­
gresses. - Geo!. Rdsch. B. I •. H. 6. Leipzig 1910. Pp. 302-309. 
SAPPER, K. Der Spitzbergenausflug des Internationalen Geologenkongresses. 
- Petermanns Mitt. jahrg. 56. 1910 Il. Gotha 1910. Pp. 248-449. 
Only allttle geological information. 
STAFF, H. V. UND RUDOLF WEDEKIND. Der oberkarbone Foraminiferen­
sapropelit Spitzbergens. - Bull. geo!. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vo!' 10 
1910-11. Uppsala 1910. Pp. 81-123. 
Vulkaniceskija javlenija na Spicbergenje [Volcanic phenomena in Spitsbergen]. 
- Pravit. Vjestnik. No. 240. 1910. 
W AHNSCHAFFE, FELIX . Die Exkursion des XI. Internationalen Geologen-
Kongresses nach Spitzbergen. Z. Ges. Erdk. Berl. 1910. Berlin 1910. 
Pp. 639-654. 
WEDEKIND, RUDOLF, see Staff, H. v. und Rudolf Wedekind. 
WIMAN, C. Ein Paar Labyrinthodontenreste aus der Trias Spitzbergens. 
Bull. geol. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 9. 1908-09. Uppsala 1910. Pp. 
34-40. 
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WIMAN , C. Ichtyosaurier aus der Trias Spitzbergens. - Bull. geol. Instn. 
Univ. Upsala. Vol. 10. 1910-11. Uppsala 1910. Pp. 124-148. 
WITTENBURG, P. VON. Ober einige Triasfossilien von Spitzbergen. - Trav. 
Mus. geol. Pierre le Gr. T. 4. St. Petersburg 1910. Pp. 31-39. 
19 1t. 
BACKLUND, HELGE. Ober eln1ge Olivinknollen aus der Lava von Wood­
Bay Spitzbergen. Kristiania 1911. 11. pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist. , I. 
Mat.-Nat. Kl. 1911. No. 16. Also in: Expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 
1909-1910. Christiania 1916. 
BRUCE, WILLIAM S. Scottish Exploration in Prince Charles Foreland, 1906 
and 1907. - C. R. IX Int. Geogr. Con gr. Vol. 3. Geneve 1911. Pp. 
242-254. 
BURCHART, C. Bemerkungen zu einigen Arbeiten von W. Gothan und A. G. 
Nathorst. - Zbl. Min. Geo!. PaHiont. Jahrg. 1911. Stuttgart 1911. Pp. 
442-'449. 
CHOLNOKY, EUGEN VON, see 1912. 
COLE, GREEN VILLE A. J. Glacial Features in Spitsbergen in Relation to 
Irish Geology. - Proc. R. Irish Acad. Vol. 29. Sec. B. No. 5. Dublin 
1911. Pp. 191-208. 
DRYGALSKl, ERICH VON. Spitzbergens Vereisung. - A. Miethe und 
H. Hergesell. Mit Zeppelin nach Spitzbergen. Berlin, Leipzig, Wien, Stutt­
gart 1911. [Printed in Leipzig.] Pp. 177-184. 
- Spitzbergens Landformen und ihre Vereisung. Mlinchen 1911. 61 pp. 
- Abh. bayer. Akad. Wiss., Math. - Phys. Kl. B. 25. Abh. 7. 
Rev. by Adolf Hoel in Petermanns Mitt. 1912. P. 53. 
DUBOIS, AUGUSTE. La region du Mont Lusitania au Spitzberg. - Bull. 
neuchåtel. Geogr. T. 21. 1911· -! 912. N euchåtel 191 l. Pp. 53-77. 
Rev. by Adolf Hoel in Petermanns Mitt. 1912. P. 53. 
FILCHNER, WILHELM UND HEINRICH SEELHEIM. Quer durch Spitzbergen. 
Berlin 1911. 147 pp. 
eaal mine, Adventfjorden pp. 124-47. 
GOLDSCHMIDT, V. M. Petrographische Untersuchung einiger Eruptivgesteine 
von Nordwestspitzbergen. Kristiania 1911. 17 pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. 
Krist. , I. Mat.-N at. Kl. J 9 l l. No. 9. Also in: Expedition Isachsen au 
Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 1916. 
HOEL, ADOLF. La nouvelle expedition norvegienne au Spitsberg. 
Geographie. T. 24. Paris 1911. Pp. 249-253. 
HOEL, A. ET O. HOLTEDAHL. Les nappes de laves, les volcans et les 
sources thermales dans les environs de la Baie Wood au Spitsberg. 
Christiania 1911. 37 pp. Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist. , I. Mat. -N at. 
Kl. 1911. No. 8. - Expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. 
Christiania 1916. - See also maps 1911. 
Review: Petermanns Mitt. B. 58 I. Gotha 1912. P. 294. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Spitsbergens natur og historie [The nature and history 
of Spitsbergen] . Kristiania 1911. 112 pp. 
Geology pp. 82-110. 
In German: Spitzbergens Natur und Geschichte. Mit einer Einflihrung 
von Geh. Reg.-Rat. Prof. Dr. H. Hergesell. Berlin- Halensee 1912. 
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HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Beretning om en geologisk ekspedition til Spitsbergen 
1909 [Report on a geological expedition to Spitsbergen in 1909] . -
Bergens Mus. Aarb. 1911. Nr. 9. Bergen 1911. Pp. 1-76. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Zur Kenntnis der Karbonablagerungen des westlichen 
Spitzbergens. 1. Eine Fauna der Moskauer Stufe. Kristiania 19 Il. 46 pp. 
- Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. Mat. -Nat. Kl. 1911. No. 10. - Expedition 
Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 1916. 
-, see Hoel, A. et O. Holtedahl. 
HOGBOM, BERTIL. Bidrag till Isf jordområdets kvartargeologi [Contribution 
to the Quaternary geology of the Ice Fiord region l. - Geol. Foren. 
Stockh. Forh. B. 33. H. I. Stockholm 1911. Pp. 32-57. 
LAMPLUGH, G. W. On the Shelly Moraine of the Sefstrom Glaeier and 
other Spitsbergen Phenomena illustrative of British Glacial Conditions. 
- Proc. Yorks. geol. polyt. Soc. Vol. 17. P. 3. Leeds 1911. Pp. 216-241. 
- The Shelly Moraine of the Sefstrom Glaeier, Spitsbergen, and its Teaeh-
ings. - Rep. eightieth meeting Brit. Ass. Sheffield 19 I O. London 1911. 
Pp. 606-607. 
MATTIROLO, ETTORE. Escursione geologi ca da Stoccolma all' Isfiord (Spits­
berg). Roma 1911. 79 pp. - Boll. Com. geol. Ital. Vol. 41. 1911. Fase. 1. 
NATHORST, A. G., see 1910. 
OFFRET, ALBERT. Le XIe con gres geologique international en Suede. - Re\'. 
gen. Sei. pur. appl. 22 Annee. No. 9. 1911. Paris 1911. Pp. 359-373. 
Pp. 369-73 about the exped. to Spitsbergen and some geolog)'. 
REUSCH, HANS. Spitzbergen im Sommer 1911. -- Geogr. Z. Jahrg. li. 
Leipzig 1911. Pp. 588-589. 
On the eoa1 min ing at Adventfjorden, etc. 
- Ugolnyja mjestorozdenija Spicbergena [Coal deposits if] Spitsbergen]. -
Arh. Gub. Vjed. 1 gl!. No. 179. - Izv. Arh, Obsc. lzuc. Russ. sje\'. 
No. 17. Arhangelsk 191 I. St. 470-4 i l. 
SEELHEIM, HEINRICH, see Filchner, Wilhelm und Heinrich Seelheim. 
STOLLEY, E. Zur Kenntnis der arktischen Trias. - N. Jb. Min. Geol. 
PaHiont. J ahrg. 191 l. B. I. Stuttgart 191 l. Pp. I 15-125. 
Also on Spitsbergen. 
TARR, R. S. The Spitzbergen Exeursion of the International Geological 
Congress. - Bull. Amer. geogr. Soe. Vol. 43. New York 191 l. Pp. 31 -33. 
WEIGAND, B. Geologischer Ausflug nach Spitzbergen, veranstaltet vom XI. 
internationalen Geologenkongress, Stockholm, August 1910. - Mitt. Ges. 
Erdk. Strassburg. H. 1. Strassburg 19 1 l. Pp. 1-26. 
WEX, [ OTTO J. Auszug aus dem Gutaehten des Herrn Bergwerksdirektor 
und Bergassessor a. D. Wex, Boehum, tiber das Kohlenvorkommen in der 
Kingsbay auf Spitzbergen. 8 pp. l Printed as MS in \ 9 \\. 1 
WIRTH, EMIL. Ober den Begriff IndIandsis, nebst Bemerkung tiber die 
Schneegrenze in den polaren Landern. - Geogr. Z. B. li. H. \. Leipzig 
\911. Pp. 45-48. 
Some information about glaeiers in Spitsbergen. 
1912. 
ANDERSSON, ERIK. Spetsbergseksl'editionen 1912 IThe Spitsbergen exped. 
of 1912] . - Ymer. Årg. 32. 19\2. H. 3. Stockholm \913. Pp. 390-391. 
IPrinted in 1912. 1 
Oolv mentioned that fossil:, \\"ere 6a�hered. 
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BROWN, R. N. RUDMOSE. The Commercial Development of Spitsbergen. 
- Scot. geogr. Mag. Vol. 28. Edinburgh 1912. Pp. 561-571. 
BOHM, JOH. Ober Triasversteinerungen vom Bellsunde auf Spitzbergen. 
Uppsala & Stockholm 1912. 15 pp. - Ark. Zool. B. 8. Nr. 2. 
CHOLNOKY, EUGEN VON. Spitzbergen. Budapest 1912. 44 pp. - Also in: 
FOldrajzi Kozbrnæ uzek. 39. 1911. Pp. 93-134, and in Foldr. Kozl. 
B. 39. H.l-lO. Budapest 1912. Pp. 1-44. 
DE GEER, GERARD. Kontinentale Niveauveranderungen im Norden Europas. 
- C. R. XI : e Int. geol. Con gr. Stockh. 1910. Stockholm 1912. Pp. 849-
860. - Petermanns Mitt. Gotha 1912. Pp. 121-125. See also maps 1912. 
- Excursion Al, Spitsbergen. - C. R. XI : e Int. geo l. Congr. Stockh. 
1910. Stockholm 1912. Po. 1205-1226. 
- The Coal Region of Ce�tral Spitzbergen. - Ymer. Årg. 32. 1912. H. 3. 
Stockholm 1913. Pp. 335-380. - See also maps 1912. [Printed in 1912.] 
Abstract: Geogr. J. Vol. 41. London 1913. Pp. 493-494. 
Die Steinkohlen Spitzbergens bei englisehem Kohlenmangel. - Export, Berl. 
B. 34. Berlin 1912. Pp. 131 - 132. 
HJORTH, F. Om Spitsbergens kulforekomster [On the coal deposits of 
Spitsbergen]. - Tekn. Ukebl. Aarg. 30. Kristiania 1912. Pp. 135-137. 
Report of a lecture in Polyteknisk Forening on January 30th 1912. 
HOEL, ADOLF. En slædetur paa Spitsbergen under ritmester Isachsens 
ekspedition i 1909 [A sledge trip in Spitsbergen on the expedition 
of Isachsen in 1909]. - Norske Turistforen. Aarb. Kristiania 1912. Pp. 
1-33. 
AIso geo1ogical information about glaeiers and Devonian strata. 
- Rapport sur ses traveaux au cour de l'expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg, en 
1909-1910. - Gunnar Isachsen: Rapport sur l'expedition Isachsen au 
Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 1912. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. 
Mat.-Nat. Kl. 1912. No. 15. Pp. 81-85. 
- Gletschervorstoss in Spitzbergen? - Petermanns Mitt. B. 58, I. Gotha 
1912. P. 272. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR., see 1911. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Rapport sur ses traveaux au cour de l'expedition 
Isachsen au Spitsberg, en 1909-1910. - Gunnar Isachsen: Rapport 
sur l'expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 1912. -
Skr.VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. Mat.-Nat. Kl. 1912. No. 15. Pp. 86-88. 
HOGBOM, BERTIL. Wlistenerscheinungen auf Spitzbergen. - Bull. Geol. 
Inst. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 11. Uppsala 1912. Pp. 242-259. - Also in: 
12 Int. geol. Congr. Toronto 1913. B. 3. 
ISACHSEN, GUNNAR. The Hydrographie Observations of the Isachsen Spits­
bergen Expedition 1909-1910. Kristiania 1912. 36 pp. - Skr.Vidensk­
Selsk. Krist., I. Mat. -Nat. Kl. 1912. No. 14. - Also in: Expedition 
Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 1916. 
Scattered geological information. 
- Rapport sur l'expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 
1912. 100 pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. Mat.-Nat. Kl. 1912. No. 15. 
- Also in: Expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909-1910. Christiania 
1916. 
GeologicaI reports by Hoel, Holtedahl and Kiær. 
MEIN ARD US, WILH. Ober einige charakteristische Bodenformen auf Spitz­
bergen. - S. B. med. naturw. Ges. Mlinster, ausg. von Naturhist. Ver. 
Preuss. Rheinl. u. Westfalens. Bonn 1912. Pp. 1-42. 
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MEINARDUS, WILH. Beobachtungen tiber Detritussortierung und Struktur­
boden auf Spitzbergen. - Z. Ges. Erdk. Ber!. 1912. Nr. 4. Berlin 1912. 
Pp. 250-259. 
MIETHE, A. Diskussion tiber Bodenflu(\. Ober Karreebodenformen auf 
Spitzbergen. - Z. Ges. Erdk. Ber!. Nr. 4. Berlin 19 1 2. Pp. 24 1 -244. 
NATHORST, A. G., see 1 9 1 0. 
NORDMANN, V. Anomia squamula L. som Kvartær-Fossil paa Spitzbergen 
lA. s. as Quaternary fossil in Spitsbergen]. - Medd. dansk geol. Foren. 
B. 4. København 1 9 1 2. Pp. 75-78. 
PATTERSON, W. HAMMILTON. Spitzbergen Coa!. - Chem. News. Vol. lOS. 
No. 2741. London 1912. P. 277. 
Analyses. 
PENCK, A. 1m Eisfjord auf Spitzbergen. - Mitt. Ges. Erdk. Lpz. 1 9 1 1 .  
Leipzig 1 9 1 2. Pp. 48-51. Lecture on Nov. 8. 1911. 
- Diskussion tiber Bodenflu(\. Der Polygon boden in Spitzbergen - Z. Ges. 
Erdk. Berl. Nr. 4. Berlin 1 912. Pp. 244-246. 
PHILIPP, H. Ober die Beziehungen der Kryokonitlocher zu den Schmelz­
schalen und ihren Einflu(\ auf die Ablationsverhtiltnisse arktischer Gletscher. 
- Z.dtsch. geo!. Ges. B. 64. Berlin 1912. Monatsber. Nr. Il. Pp. 489 
-505. 
POST, LENNART VON. Vulkaner och varma ktillor på Spetsbergen [Vol­
canoes and warm spril'lgs in Spitsbergen]. - Pop. naturv. Rev. H. 2. 1 9 1 2. 
Stockholm 1912. Pp. 49-61. 
SAPPER, K. Ober Fliesserde und Strukturboden auf Spitzbergen. - Z. Ges. 
Erdk. Berl. Nr. 4. Berlin 1912. Pp. 259-270. 
SCHETELIG, JACOB. Les formations primitives. - Exploration du Nord­
Ouest du Spitsberg entreprise sous les auspices de S. A. S. le Prince 
de Monaco par la Mission Isachsen. Monaco 1 9 1 2. 32 pp. - Res. Camp. 
sci. Monaco. Fasc. 43. 
SCHULZ, CARL. Fra Spitsbergen [From Spitsbergen]. - Trondhjems Turist­
forenings 25-aars jubilæum. Trondhjem 1912. Pp. 53-78. 
Geology, mining, etc. 
SEEGERT, BRU NO. Die vulkanischen Erscheinungen auf Spitzbergen. 
Prometheus. B. 23. Leipzig 1912. Pp. 625-629. 
SIEBERG, A U GUST. Geologische Skizzen aus der europtiischen Arktis. 
Naturw. Wschr. Neue Folge. B. Il. Nr. 48-49. Jena 1 9 1 2. 13 pp. 
Spitsbergenkullene [Spitsbergen coals].-Tekn. Ukebl. H.l. Kristiania 1912. P. 1. 
STOLLEY , E. Ober die Kreideformation und ihre Fossilien auf Spitzbergen. 
Stockholm 1912. 29 pp. - K. svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. B. 47. 
No. 11. 
VEGARD, L. L'influence du sol sur la glaciation au Spitsberg. Christiania 
1912. 8 pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., 1. Mat.-Nat. Kl. 1912. No. 3. 
- Also in: Expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1 909- 1 9 1 0. Christiania 
1916. 
WITTENBURG, P. VON. Ueber Werfener-Schichten von Spitzbergen. - Bull. 
Acad. Sei. St. Petersb. 19 1 2. St. Petersbourg 1912. Pp. 947-948. 
WOODWARD, A. SMITH. Notes on some Fish-remains from the Lower Trias 
of Spitzbergen. - Bul!. geol. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vo!' Il. Uppsala 1912. 
Pp. 29 1 -297. 
ZENETTI-DILLINGEN, PAUL. Eine Geologenfahrt nach Spitzbergen. - Unter­
haltungsbl. Ingolsttidter Ztg. 1 9 1 2. Ingolstadt 1 9 1 2. 66 pp. 
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1913. 
ANDERSSON, ERIK. Svenska geologiska expeditionen till Spetsbergen som­
maren 19 I 3 [The Swedish geological expedition to Spitsbergen in the 
summer of 1913] . - Ymer. Årg. 33. 1913. Stockholm 1914. Pp. 248--
249. [Printed in 1913 or Jan. 1914. ] 
BASCHIN, OTTO. Polargebiete. [Hoel's and Staxrud's expedition 1911-12.1 
- Z. Ges. Erdk. Berl. 1913. Pp. 59-62. 
DE GEER, GERARD. The North Coast of Spitsbergen, Western Part. -­
Ymer. Årg. 33. 1913. Stockholm 1914. Pp. 230-277. [Printed in 1913.] 
DE GEER, STEN. Hafsvattnets slamhalt inom Spetsbergens Isfjord ur geo­
grafisk synpunkt [The mud content of the sea-water in the Ice-Fiord, 
Spitsbergen, as seen from a geographical point of viewJ. - Ymer. Årg. 33. 
1913. Stockholm 1914. Pp. 148-157. [Printed in 1 913. ] 
DILLNER, G. Stenkols- och koksfrågan från den svenska jarnhandteringens 
syn punkt [The coal and coke problem as seen from the point of view of 
the Swedish iron industry ]. - Jernkontor. Ann. 1913. Stockholm 1913. Pp. 
585-689. Abstract: Spetsbergkolens kvalitet .[The quality of the Spits­
bergen coals]. - y mer. Årg. 33. 1913. Stockholm 1914. P. 224. 
Etude detaillee du Spitsberg par les norvegiens. - Ann. Geogr. No. 123. 
XXII annee. Paris 1913. Pp. 284-285. 
HOEL, ADOLF. Notiz zu K. Schneider: Die vulkanischen Erscheinungen 
der Erde. - Zbl. Min. Geol. PaJaont. Nr. 16." Stuttgart 19 I 3. P. 498. 
- , see Isachsen, Gunnar et Adolf Hoel. 
- , see Staxrud, Arve et Adolf Hoel. 
HOEL, ADOLF & O. HOLTEDAHL. Lavadækkerne, vulkanerne og de varme 
kilder ved Wood Bay paa Spitsbergen [The sheets of lava, the volcanoes 
and the warm springs at Wood Bay, Spitsbergen]. - Naturen. Aarg. 37. 
1913. Nr. 1. Bergen 1913. Pp. 3-19. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. 0rkendannelser i polarlandene [Desert formations in 
the polar regions]. - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb B. 23. 1 911-1912. 
Kristiania 1913. Pp. 77-82. 
- Spitsbergen. - Ill. Norsk Konversationsleksikon. B 4. Kristiania 1913. 
Sp. 1056-1059. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Zur Kenntnis der Karbonablagerungen des westlichen 
Spitzbergens. Il. Allgemeine stratigraphische und tektonische Beobacht­
ungen. Kristiania 1913. 9 l pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. Ma!.-Nat. 
Kl. 1912. No. 23. - Also in: Expedition Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909--
1910. Christiania 1916. See also maps 1913. 
- , see Hoel, Adolf & O. Holtedahl. 
HOGBOM, BERTIL. The Coal Resources of Spitzbergen. - The CQal Re­
sources of the World. Vol. 3. Toronto 1913. Pp. 1141-1147. 
ISACHSEN, GUNNAR et ADOLF HOEL. Exploration du Nord-Quest du Spits­
berg entreprise sous les auspices de S. A. S. le Prince de Monaco par 
la Mission Isachsen. 2e Partie. Monaco 1913. 95 pp. - Res. Camp. sei. 
Monaco. Fase. 41. 
LAUSBERG, KARL. Das Nordland. Leipzig 1913. 
Geology on pp. 374-375, 380 -389, 395-400, 417-422. 
NATHORST, A. G. Die pflanzenftihrenden Horizonte innerhalb der Grenz· 
schichten des Jura und der Kreide Spitzbergens. - Geol. Foron. Stockh. 
Forh. B. 35. H. 4. Stockholm 19 1 3. Pp. 273--282. 
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NORDENSKJ0LD, OTTO. Le monde polaire. Traduit du suedois par George 
Parmentier et Maurice Zimmermann. Paris 1 9 1 3. 324 pp. 
About Spitsbergen on pp. 79-115. 
PETERSEN, A. GUNDLACH. Kultransportanlægget paa Spitsbergen [The coal­
transport plant in Spitsbergen]. - Tekn. Ukebl. Nr. 2. Kristiania 1 91 3. 
P. 26, 28. 
REUSCH, HANS. The Coal Resources of Norway and the Arctic Islands 
North of Europe. - The Coal Resources of the World. Vol. 3. Toronto 
1 9 1 3. Pp. 1 139-1140. 
SAMOILOVIe, R. L. Doklad ob ugolnyh mestorozdenijah na Spicbergene, 
prinadleZasCih Torgovomu Domu "Grumant" A. G. Agafelov i KO dlja 
gornyh razrabotok na Spicbergene gornogo inzenera R. L. Samoiloviea 
nai'alnika gorno-razvedoi'noi ekspedicij na Spicbergen 1 913 goda [Account 
of the coal deposits in Spitsbergen belonging to the merchant house 
"Grumant" A. G. Agafelov & Co, for mining work in Spitsbergen by the 
mining engineer R. L. Samoilovich, leader of the mining expedition to 
Spitsbergen in 19 1 3). St. Petersburg 1 9 1 3. 25 pp. [In Russian.] 
--- Ostrov Spicbergen i pervaja ruskaja naueno promyslovaja ekspedicija 
[The Island of Spitsbergen and the first Russian scientific-industrial expedi­
tion]. - Izvestij Arhang.o-va izie. Ruskogo Severa. Arhangelsk 1 9 13 g. 
38 pp. [In Russian.] 
Short geological review and sCilttered geological information. 
SAPPER, K. Erdfliessen und Strukturboden in polaren und subpolaren Ge­
bieten. - Geol. Rdsch. B. 4. H. 2. Leipzig 1 913. Pp. 1 03-1 1 5. 
Spetsbergkolens kvalitet [The quality of the Spitsbergen coals). - Ymer. 
1 9 1 3. Stockholm 1 9 1 3. P. 224. 
ST AXRUD, ARVE et ADOLF HOEL. Resultats generaux de l'expedition nor­
vegienne au Spitsberg ( 1 91 1 - 1 9 1 2). - Geographie. T.27. Paris 1 913. 
Pp. 99- 1 08. 
WAHNSCHAFFE, F. Die arktische Natur Spitzbergens. - N. Wiss. Rdsch. 
jahrg. 1 9 1 3. Nr. 2. Berlin 1 9 1 3. Pp. 46-53. 
WEGENER, KURT. Die "Gnipa"-Hohle in der Crossbai Spitzbergens. -
Petermanns Mitt. jahrg. 59. 1 9 1 3. Il. Gotha 1 9 1 3. P. 86. 
- Die Hilfsexpedition von Cross-und Kingsbai nach Wijdebai. - Die 
deutsche wissenschaftIiche Station auf Spitzbergen und die Schroder­
Stranz-Expedition. - Pertermanns Mitt. jahrg. 59. 1 9 1 3. Il. Gotha 1 9 1 3. 
P. 40. 
About a warm spring at Wijdefjorden. 
WIMAN, CARL. Ober das Hinterhaupt der Labyrinthodonten. - Bull. geol. 
Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 1 2. Uppsala 1913- 1 9 1 4. Pp. 1 -8. [Printed 
in 1 913.] 
1914. 
BA Y, K. Om Spitsbergen og kuldriften deroppe [About Spitsbergen and 
the coal mining there]. -- Tekn. Ukebl. Nr. 6. Kristiania 1 914. Pp. 
75-77. Report by V. B. of a lecture in Norsk Ingeniør Forening on 
Dec. 1 2th 1913. 
BERR, M. R. Les gisements de charbon du Spitsberg. Paris 19 1 4. 75 pp. 
- Ann. Min. Paris. Livr. Mars 1 914. 
Grossindustrielle Wirksamkeit in Spitzbergen. - Export. Ber!. B. 36. Berlin 
1 9 1 4. P. 1 9 1 .  
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HOEL, ADOLF. Nouvelles observations sur le district vo1canique du Spitsberg 
du nord. Kristiania 1 9 1 4. 33 pp. - Skr. VidenskSelsk. Krist., I. Mat.-Nat. 
Kl. 1914. No. 9. See also maps 19 1 4. 
Rev. by E. Obst in Petermanns Mitt. Gotha 1 9 1 9. P. 1 56. 
- Exploration du Nord-Ouest du Spitsberg entreprise sous les auspices 
de S. A. S. le prince de Monaco par la mission Isachsen. Troisieme 
Partie. Geologie. Monaco 1 914. 63. pp. - Res. Camp. sei. Monaco. 
Fase. 42. 
- Resultats generaux de J'expedition norvegienne au Spitsberg en 1 913. -
Geographie. T. 24. No. 3. Paris 19 1 4. Pp. 1 77- 1 82. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Spitsbergens jordbundsis og de bidrag dens under­
søkelse har kunnet gi til forstaaelse av de i arktiske land optrædende 
varige isleier i jorden [Spitsbergen's underground-ice and the contribution 
its survey has given to the understanding of permanent ice-Iayers in 
the ground in Arctic countriesl. - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb. B. 24. 
1 912- 1 3. Kristiania 1914. Pp. 1 - 1 50. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. New Features in the Geology of Northwestern Spitz­
bergen. - Amer. J. Sei. Ser. 4. Vol. 37. New Haven 1 9 1 4. Pp. 415-424. 
- On the Old Red Sandstone Series of North-Western Spitsbergen. -
C. R. XII. Int. geo!. Congr. Toronto 1 913. Ottawa 1914. Pp. 707-7 1 2. 
HOGBOM, BERTIL. Om Spetsbergens Mytilustid [On the Mytilus time of 
Spitsbergen]. -. Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 35. H. 2. Stockholm 1 9 1 4. 
Pp. 151- 1 56. 
- Spetsbergens koltillgångar [The coal resources of Spitsbergen]. - Jern­
kontor. Ann. 1914. Stockholm 19 1 4. Pp. 154-21 l. 
- Ober die geologische Bedeutung des Frostes. - Bull. geol. Instn. Univ. 
Upsala. Vol. 12. Uppsala 1 9 1 3-14. Pp. 257-389. lPrinted in 19 1 4.1 
ISACHSEN, GUNNAR. Green Harbour. - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb. 
1 9 1 2- 1 3. Kristiania 1914. Pp. 1 5-40, 1 51-162. - Also in: Expedi­
ti on Isachsen au Spitsberg 1909- 1 9 1 0. Christiania 19 1 6. 
Also on eoal seams, elaiming, and geology. 
English transl: Green Harbour, Spitsbergen. - Scot. geogr. Mag. Vol. .31. 
Edinburgh 19 1 5. Pp. 1 -22. 
MAINKA, C. Ergebnisse der Erdbebenstation Adventbay auf Spitzbergen in 
der Ze1t vom 27. Oktober 1911 bis 18. Juni 19 1 2. - Gerlands Beitr. 
geophys. B. 13. Kleine Mitt. Leipzig und Berlin 1 914. Pp. 1 03-113. 
NATHORST, A. G. Nachtrage zur palaozoischen Flora Spitzbergens. Stock­
holm 1 914. 110 pp. - Zur fossilen Flora der Polarlander. T. I. Lief. 4. 
OBST, E., see Hoel. Adolf. 
PHILIPP, H. Ergebnisse der W. Filchnerschen Vorexpedition nach Spitz­
bergen 1 9 1 0. Geologische Beobachtungen. - Petermanns Mitt. Erg. h. 
Nr. 1 79. Gotha 1 914. Pp. 13--45. 
REMPP, G. Die mikroseismische Unruhe nach Registrierungen der deutschen 
geophysikalischen Station Advent Bay (Spitzbergen) 1 9 1 1- 1 2. - Ger­
lands Beitr. Geophys. B. 1 3.' H. 3. Kleine Mitt. Leipzig und Berlin 1 9 1 4. 
Pp. 1 00- 1 02. 
- Aufstellung und Betrieb eines Seismographen auf der deutschen geo­
physikalischen Station Adventbay (Spitzbergen) 19 1 1 -12. - Gerlands 
Beitr. Geophys. B. 1 3. H. 3. Kleine Mitt. Leipzig und Berlin 1 9 1 4. Pp. 9 1 -99. 
ROBITZSCH, MAX. Eis in und um Spitzbergen. - Petermanns Mitt. Jahrg. 60. 
1 914 Il. Gotha 1 9 1 4. Pp. 187- 1 90. 
On glaeier fronis, but more of geographieal interest. 
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Scottish Expedition (1914). - Scot. geogr. Mag. Vol. 30. Edinburgh 1914. 
Pp. 435, 491, 548. 
SIEBERG, A. Spitzbergens Erdbeben und Tektonik. -- Gerlands Beitr. 
Geophys. B. 13. Kleine Mitt. Leipzig u. Berlin 1914. Pp. 114-120. 
- Die europaische Polarwelt. Stuttgart 1914. Pp. 57, 74-1 10. 
[Spitsbergen coal.] - J. Iron Steel. Inst. Pt. 1. London 1914. P. 599. 
WIMAN , C. Ein Plesiosaurierwirbel aus dem jtingeren Mesozoicum Spitz-
bergens. - Bull. geol. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 12. Uppsala 1913-1914. 
Pp. 201--204. [Printed in 1914. ] 
- Uber die Stegocephalen aus der Trias Spitzbergens. - Bull. geol. Instn. 
Univ. Upsala. Vol. 13. 1. Uppsala 1914-1915. Pp. 1-34. [Printed in 
1914. 1 
- Ober die Karbonbrachiopoden Spitzbergens und Beeren Eilands. Uppsala 
1914. 91 pp. - Nova Acta Soc. Sci. upsal. Ser. 4. Vol. 3. No. 8. 
1915. 
AN DERSSON , ERIK. Svenska geologiska spetsbergsexpeditionen 1915 [The 
Swedish geological expedition to Spitsbergen in 1915]. - Ymer 1915. 
Stockholm 1916. Pp. 383-387. [Probably printed in 1915. ] 
Only a Httle geological information. 
B. E. Grubeliv paa Spitsbergen [Mining life in Spitsbergen]. Norsk Tidsskr. 
Haandverk Industri. Kristiania 1915. Pp. 227-228. 
BROWN, R. N. RUDMOSE. Spitsbergen in 1914. - Geogr. J. Vol. 46. l'\0. 1. 
London 1915. Pp. 10-23. 
[Coal mines of Spitsbergen.] -- Commerce Reports. Washington, Sept. 8. 
1915, Jan. 7. and Oct. 23. 1916. 
DE GEER , GERARD. Om tertiara nivåfOrandringar på Spetsbergen [On 
Tertiary changes in levels in Spitsbergen]. - Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. 
B. 37. Stockholm 1915. Pp. 345-346. Report of a lecture. 
HAM BERG, AXEL. Zur Kenntnis der Vorgange im Erdboden beim Gefrieren 
und Auftauen sowie Bemerkungen tiber die erste Kristallisation des Eises 
im Wasser. -- Geol. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 37. H. 5. Stockholm 1915. 
Pp. 583--619. 
Also about Spitsbergen and Bear Island. 
HOEL, ADOLF. Bjørnøens kulfelter og mineralforekomster [The coal and 
mineral deposits of Bearo Island]. [Kristiania 1915. ] 10 pp. [Printed as MS.] 
- , see Staxrud, Arve et Adolf Hoel. 
HOLMSEN, GUNNAR. Om jord lags langsomme glidning, solifluktion [On the 
slow sliding of the ground, solifluction]. - Norske geogr. Selsk. Aarb. 
B. 25. 1913-1914. Kristiania 1915. Pp. 25-41. 
Also from Spitsbergen. 
ISACHSEN, GUNNAR, see 1914. 
PHILIPP, H. Untersuchungen tiber Gletscherstruktur und Gletscherbewegung. 
(Vortrag gehalten in der J ahresversammlung der Geol. Vereinigung.) 
- Geol. Rdsch. B. 5. Leipzig 1915. Pp. 234�239. 
Also results from Spitsbergen. 
STAXRUD, ARVE ET ADOLF HOEL. Resultats de l'expedition norvegtenne 




CRAIG, R. M. Outline of the Geology of Prince Charles Foreland, Spits­
bergen. - Trans. Edinb. geol. Soc. Vol. 10. Edinburgh 19 16. Pp. 276-288. 
DE GEER, GERARD. The Head of Wood Fjord. - Ymer 19 16. H. 2. Stock­
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GILSON, MARTHA PHILLIPS. A woman's winter on Spitsbergen. - Nat. 
geogr. Mag. Vol. 54. Washington 1928. Pp. 227-246. 
,Vliscellaneous from the mine in Advent Bay. 
GRAM, j. Discussion. Tuesday October 2 (Morning). Section Q. Low-tempera­
ture Carbonisation. - Trans. Fuel. Conf. World Power Conf. London, 
Sept. 24 - Oct. 6, 1928. Vol. Ill. Pp. 1108-09. 
About Spitsbergen coals. 
-- Foredling og hydrering av kull [Improvement and hydration of coall. 
- Tekn. Ukebl. Oslo 1928. Pp. 342-345. - Tidsskr. Kjemi Bergv. 1928. 
Oslo 1928. Pp. 65-66, 81-84. Report of a lecture in N. S. K. on 
March 12th 1928. 
Kings Bay on ly mentioned, but the paper of general interest for the use of Spits­
bergen coals. 
HEINTZ, ANATOL. Einige Bemerkungen tiber den Panzerbau bei Homosteus 
und Heterosteus. Oslo 1928. [2 pp. - Skr.VidenskAkad. Oslo, I. Mat.­
Nat. Kl. [928. No. [. 
HOEL, ADOLF. Om ordningen av de territoriale krav på Svalbard lOn the 
arrangement of territorial claims in SvalbardJ. - Norsk geogr. Tidsskr. 
Oslo [928. Pp. 1-24. - Also as: Medd. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs­
unders. Nr. 2. 
HOLMSEN, A. OG NILS WlBORG. Geografisk lesebok. Norge Ill. Norc­
Norge. Svalbard. lGeographical reader. Norwav Ill. Northern Norway. 
Svalbard.] Oslo 1928. 120 pp. 
Coal mining pp. 98-107. 
HORN, GUNNAR. Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Kohle von Svalbard (Spitz­
bergen und der Bareninse]). Oslo 1928. 60 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishave:. 
Nr. [7. - Also as: "Mitt. a. d. Lagerstatten Institut d. Bergbau-Abt., 
Techn. Hochschule zu Berlin". 1928. See also maps 1928. 
- AND AN DERS K. ORVIN. Geology of Bear Island with special Reference 
to the Coal Deposits, and with an Account of the History of the Island. 
Oslo 1928. 152 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 15. See also maps 
1928. 
KlÆR, JOHAN. The Structure and the Mouth of the Oldest Known Verte­
brates, Pteraspids and Cephalaspids. - Palaeobiologica. B. 1. 1928. Wien 
u. Leipzig 1928. Pp. 1 17-[38. 
KLEES. CHRISTOP. Der Bergbau auf Spitzbergen. - Techn. Bl. Dilsseldorr. 
Nr. 6. Dilsseldorf Il Febr. 1928. Pp. 67 -68. 
KOCH, O., see Dolch, M. und O. Koch. 
MECKING, LUDWIG, see Nordenskjold and Ludwig Mecking. 
MONMARSON, RAOUL. Le pavillion norvegien flottera desormais sur k 
Spitzberg. - L'Eco della Stampa 18 oct. 1928. Milano. 
A little on the coal mines. 
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MORTENSEN, H., see Blanck, E. und A. Rieser. 
NANSEN, FRIDTJOF. The Oceanographie Problems of the still unknown 
Arctic Regions. - Problems of Polar Researeh. Spec. Publ. Amer. 
geogr. Soc. No. 7. New York 1928. 
NORDENSKjOLD, OTTO AND LUDWIG MECKING. The Geography of the 
Polar Regions. - Spec. Publ. Amer. geogr. Soc. No. 8. New York 1923. 
Pp. 138- 158. 
ORVI�, ANDERS K., see Horn, Gunnar and Anders K. Orvin. 
PHILIPP, HANS. Neuere Beobachtungen zur Mechanik der Gletscher. 
Petermanns Mitt. 1928. Gotha 1928. Pp. 7 - 12, 7 1-74. 
A little about glaeiers in Spitsbergen. 
RI ESER, A., see Blanck, E. und A. Rieser. 
R[IIBERI, C [ARL ] . De norske selskapers kuldrift på Svalbard og Svalbard­
kullenes rasjonelle utnyttelse IThe co al mining of Norwegian companies 
in Svalbard and the effective use of the Svalbard-coals]. - Tekn. Ukebl. 
Oslo 1928. Pp. 383-384, 402-404, 448-451, 460- 464. - Tidsskr. 
Kjemi Bergv. Oslo 1928. Pp. 86-88, 99-102, 1 15- 1 19, 125- 131. 
Abstract: Coal Mining in Spitsbergen. - Min. Mag. Lond. Vol. 39. 
London 1928. Pp. 356-360. 
SIMPSOI', G. G., see Stensio, Erik A: son 1927. 
Spitsbergen Mining Claims. - Scol. geogr. Mag. Vol. 144. Edinburgh 1928. 
P. 233. 
VALLAUX, CAMILLE. Le reglement des concessions territoriales au Svalbard 
(Sritsberg). - Geographie. T. SO. Paris 1928. Pp. 364-366. 
Abstract from Sindballe 1927. 
VOGT, THOROLF. Den norske fjellkjedes revolusjonshistorie l The revolution 
history of the Norwegian mountain chain]. - Norsk geol. Tidsskr. B. 10. 
(Årg. 1928 og 1929). Oslo 1929. Pp. 97- 1 15. IPrinted in 1928.] 
\'V A TKINS, H. G. The Cambridge Expedition to Edge Island. - Geogr. 
j. Vol. 72. No. 2. London 1928. Appendix Ill. Geology, N. L. Falcon. 
\'VIMAN , C. Eine neue marine Reptilien-Ordnung aus der Trias Spitz­
bergens. - Bull. geol. lnstn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 22. Upsala 1927- 1930. 
Pp. 183- 196. [Printed in 1928.1 
1929. 
BODE, HANS. Kohlenlagerstatten in arktischen Gebieten. - Bergbau. Jahrg. 
42. Gelsenkirchen 1929. Pp. 647-651. 
BODYLEVSKIj, V. I. Fauna niznego doggeral?) iz buhty Mona (Mohn Bav) 
nC[ vostocnom poberezi Spiebergena. -- Doklady Akad. Nauk SSSR 1929. 
1\'0. 10. Leningrad 1929. [Bodylevskij, V. I. Die Fauna des Doggers e) 
ans der Mohn Bay an der Ostkiiste Spitzbergens. - C. R. l'Acad. Sei. 
CRSS. No. 10. Leningrad 1929.1 Pp. 256-258. [ In Russian with Germa:1 
summary.1 
BROWN, R. N. RUDMOSE. Spitsbergen. - Miner. \'Vlth. London 1920. PI'. 
215-224. 
FOERSTE, AUG. P. The Ordovieian and Silurian of Ameriean Arctic anj 
Subarctie Regions. - J. Sei. Labs. Denison Univ. Vol. 24. Granville, 
Ohio 1929. Pp. 27-79. 
On Bear Island pp. 58-59. 
Abstraet in Bull. Geol. Soc. America. Vol. 40. Rochester !\. Y. 192']. 
P. 225. 
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FREBOLD, HANS. Oberer Lias und unteres Callovien in Spitzbergen. Oslo 
1929. 24 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 20. 
- Ammoniten aus dem Valanginien von Spitzbergen. Oslo 1929. 24 pp. 
- Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 21. 
- Untersuchungen tiber die Fauna, die Stratigraphie und Paliiogeographie der 
Trias Spitzbergens. Oslo 1929. 66 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 26. 
- Die Schichtenfolge des jura und der Unterkreide an der OstkUste 
SUdwest-Spitzbergens. - Abh. Naturw. Hamburg. B. 22. Hamburg 1929. 
Pp. 251-292. 
- Faunistisch-stratigraphische Untersuchungen Uber die Trias Spitzbergens 
und der Edge Insel. - Abh. Naturw. Hamburg. B. 22. Hamburg 1929. 
Pp. 293--312. 
GRIPP, KARL. Glaziologische und geologische Ergebnisse der Hamburgischen 
Spitzbergen-Expedition 1927. - Abh. N aturw. Hamburg. B. 22. Ham­
burg 1929. Pp. 145-249. 
Review: Z. Gletscherk. B. 18. P. 242. 
- Von den Gletschern Spitzbergens. - Natur u. Mus. jahrg. 59. Frank­
furt am Main 1929. Pp. 613-617. 
G6HRINGER, A. Blick aufs Land. Werden und Verge hen der nordischen 
Landschaft. (Eine morphologisch-geologische Studie der nordischen Land­
schaft fUr Nordlandfahrer). Karlsruhe 1929. 230 pp. 
HEINTZ, ANATOL. Die Downtonischen und Devonischen Vertebraten von 
Spitzbergen. I l. Acanthaspida. Oslo 1929. 81 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og 
Ishavet. Nr. 22. 
- Die Downtonischen und Devonischen Vertebraten von Spitzbergen. Ill. 
Acanthaspida. Nachtrag. Oslo 1929. 20 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. 
Nr. 23. 
HERITSCH, FRANZ. Eine Caninia aus dem Karbon des De Geer-Berges im 
Eisfjord-Gebiet auf Spitzbergen. Oslo 1929. 21 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og 
Ishavet. Nr. 24. 
HOEL, ADOLF. The Norwegian Svalbard Expeditions 1906-1926. Oslo 
1929. 104 pp. Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. B. 1. Nr. 1. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Some Remarkable Features of the sub-marine Relief 
on the North Coast of the Varanger Peninsula, Northern Norway. Oslo 
1929. 14 pp. - Avh. VidenskSelsk. Oslo 1929. No. 12. 
Some remarks on Spitsbergen, p. 10. 
- Tectonics of Arctic Regions., see 1926. 
- Die geologischen VerhiiItnisse der Biireninsel. - Petermanns Mitt. 
jahrg. 75. Gotha 1929. P. 67. 
Review of Horn and Orvin 1928. 
- On the Geology and Physiography of some Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic 
Islands. Oslo 1929. 172 pp. - Sci. Res. Norw. Antaretie. Exp. 1927-
1928. No. 3. 
Abou! Spitsbergen on pp. 163-167. 
HORN, GUNNAR. Ober gagatartige Kohle aus Spitzbergen. - Norsk geol. 
Tidsskr. B. 10. Oslo 1929. Pp. 213-215. 
- Petrograftsk undersøkelse av Svalbard kul lPetrographie examination of 
Svalbard eoal] -- Norsk geol. Tidsskr. B. 10. Oslo 1929. Pp. 466-468. 
Report of a lecture in Norsk Geol. Foren. on May 2nd 1929. 
JOHANSON, HELMER. Fem år på Spetsbergen [Five years in Spitsbergen I. 
Stockholm 1929. 96 pp. 
From the life at Sveagruva. 
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KlÆR, JOHAN. Verdener som svant IWorlds which vanished]. Oslo 1929. 
41 pp. - Cappelens bibl. f. kultur og natur. 
KRUEGER, H. K. E. Recent geological Research in the Arctic. - Amer. 
j. Sei. Vol. 17. New Haven 1929. Pp. 50-62. 
Also a little about Svalbard. 
J'V1ERCKOLL, H. Om sneforladninger ved kulgrubene på Svalbard [On snow­
waddings in the coal mines of Svalbard I. - Tidsskr. Kjemi Bergv. Olso 
1929. P. 138. See also Sverdrup, Einar 1930. 
OEHL, HERMANN. Die Entwicklung des Kohlenbergbaues auf Spitzbergen 
und der Baren-Insel. (Svalbard). Eine wirtschafts-geographische Betracht­
ung. Inaugural-Dissertation. Dillingen a. D. 1929. 67 pp. 
ORVIN, ANDERS K. Dypboring på Spitsbergen IDeep drilling in Spitsbergen I. 
- Tidsskr. Kjemi Bergv. Oslo 1929. Pp. 142-147. - Also in Tekn. 
Ukebl. Oslo 1930. Pp. 8-11. 
SANDFORD, K. S. The Glacial Conditions and Quaternary History of North­
East Land. - Geogr. j. Vol. 74. London 1929. Pp. 451-470, 543-552. 
- Also in: Greenland and Spitsbergen Papers. Part. 2. London 1934. 
Spitsbergen Papers. Vol. 2. Scientific ResuIts of the Second and Third 
Oxford University Expedition to Spitsbergen in 1923 and 1924. Oxford 
University Press, London: Humphrey Milford 1929. See also Spitsbergen 
Papers 1925, Sandford. K. S. 1925 and 1926; Odell, N. E. 1922 and 
1927; and Elton, C. S. 1928. [Papers primally published in various 
journals, now bound together.l 
SVERDRUP, EINAR. Kullstøveksplosjoner og eksperimenter med utblåsere i 
Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompanis Grube Nr. 2 ICoal dust explosions 
and experiments with outblowers in S. N. S. K."s mine No. 2.]. - Tidsskr. 
Kjemi Bergv. Oslo 1929. Pp. 113--1 17. 
TOLMACHOFF, I. P. Devonian and Carboniferous of the Arctic Eurasia. 
- Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer. Vol. 40. Rochester N. Y. 1929. Pp. 229-231. 
Also on Spitsbergen and Bear Island. 
VERSLUYS, JAN. [Professor Dr. Erik A: son Stensio's work with the Devonian 
fishes in Spitsbergen, spoken about when he got the Rainer-Medaille.] 
- Verh. zool. -bot. Ges. Wien. B. 79. Wien 1929. Pp. 6-8. [In German 
without a heading. I 
VOGT, THOROLF. Fra en Spitsbergen-ekspedisjon 1928 IFrom an expedition 
to Spitsbergen in 1928[. - Årb. norske VidenskAkad. Oslo 1929. Pp. 
9-12. Report of a lecture in Vidensk Akad., Mat.-Nat. Kl. on March 
1st 1929. 
_ .  Beretning om undersøkelser i somrene 1924-1928 [ Account on the 
explorations in the summers of 1924-1928J. - Norges geo I. LJnders. 
:\'r. 133. Årb. 1924-1928. Oslo 1929. Pp. 50-65. 
1930. 
BEHLEN. H. Eine neue Theorie der Struktur- (Steinring-Steinnetz· oder 
Brodel-) Boden, unter besonderer Berticksichtigung von Spitzbergen. -
Z.dtsch. geol. Ges. B. 82. Berlin 1930. Pp. 635-636. 
3ESKOW, G. Erdfliessen und Strukturboden der Hochgebirge im Licht der 
Frosthebung. - GeoI. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 52. Stockholm 1930. 
Pp. 622-637. 
Of interest to Spitsbergen 
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BISSET, C. B. Geological Notes on North-East Land and Franz Josef Land. 
- British Arctic Exped. 1925. - Trans. Edinb. geol. Soc. Vol. 12. Pt. 2. 
Edinburgh 1930. Pp. 196-206. 
CARSTENS, C. W. Obersicht tiber die bergwirtschaftliche Stellung Nor­
wegens. - Int. Bergw. H. 19. 1930. Halle 1930. Pp. 303-307. 
DE GRAAF, A. Geologische en biologische opmerkingen over Noorwegen 
en Spitsbergen. - Orgaan. Christel. Vereen. natuur en geneeskund. in 
Nederland. Loosduinen 1930. Pp. 1--18. 
FREBOLD, HANS. Die mesozoische Entwicklung des Barentsseeschelfes. 
Vortr. Kolloquium Arktis. Greifswald Mai 1930. - Geol. Rdsch. B. 21. 
Berlin 1930. Pp. 343-345. 
- Die Alterstellung des Fischhorizontes, des Grippianiveaus und des unteren 
Saurierhorizontes in Spitzbergen. Oslo 1930. 36 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og 
Ishavet. Nr. 28. 
- Verbreitung und Ausbildung des Mesozoikums in Spitzbergen nebst einer 
Revision der Stratigraphie des Jura und der Unterkreide in Nowaja Semlja 
und einem Entwurf der mesozoischen Entwicklungsgeschichte des Barents­
seeschelfes. Oslo 1930. 126 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 31. 
See also maps 1930. 
- Neuere Forschungen tiber die Geologie Gronlands, Spitzbergens und der 
Bareninsel. - Naturwissenschaften. Jahrg. 18. H. 25. Berlin 1930. Pp. 
576-585. 
GRIPP, KARL. Gletscher und Bodenfrost, rezent und diluvial. (Vorlaufige 
Mitteilungl. Vortr. Kolloquium Arktis, Greifswald Mai 1930. - Geo\. 
Rdsch. B. 21. Berlin 1930. Pp. 351-352. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Geologische Karte der Arktis mit angrenzenden Gebie­
ten. - Arktis. Jahrg. 3. Justus Perthes. Gotha 1930. Pp. 49-60. 
HORN , GUNNAR. Die Kohlenvorkommen Svalbards. Vortr. Kolloquium 
Arktis. Greifswald Mai 1930. - Geol. Rdsch. B. 21. Berlin 1930. Pp. 
349-351. 
KlÆR, JOHAN. Ctenaspis. A New Genus of Cyathospidian Fishes. A Prelim­
inary Report. Oslo 1930. 7 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 33. 
KNOTHE, HERBERT. Der Einfluss der Gewasser um Spitzbergen auf das 
Landschaftsbild der Inselgruppe. - Verh. 23. dtsch. Geogr. Tag. Magde­
burg. 1929. Ferdinand Hirt in Breslau 1930. Pp. 124-133. 
LINDHOLM, J. N. K. Coal Mining in the Arctic. - The Explosives Engineer. 
Vol. 8. No. 4. April 1930. Wilmington, Delaware 1930. Pp. 129-132. 
MEINARDUS, WILH. Arktische Boden. - Handbuch der Bodenlehre (Hrg. 
von E. Blanck). B. 3. Berlin 1930. Pp. 27-96. 
MORTENSEN, HANS. Einige Oberflachenformen in Chile und auf Spitzberger:: 
im Rahmen einer vergleichenden Morphologie der Klimazonen. - Peter­
manns Mitt. Erg. h. 209. (Hermann Wagner Gedachtnisschrift). Gotha 1930. 
Pp. 147-156. 
ORVIN, ANDERS K., see 1929. 
SATOW, GRETEL. Das Bodeneis in der Arktis. Tatsachen und Hypothesen. 
- Arch. dtsch. Seewarte. B. 49. Hamburg 1930. Pp. 1-43. 
SPATH, L. F. The Eotriassic Invertebrate Fauna of East Greenland. Køben­
havn 1930. 90 pp. 
Spitsbergen p. 84. 
SVERDRUP, EINAR. Sneforladninger i kullgruber /Snow waddings in coat 
minesl. - Tidsskr. Kjemi Berg\'. Oslo 1930. P. 9. See also: Merckoll, 
Hans 1929. 
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TYRRELL, G. W. Spitsbergen. - Proc. R.phil. Soc. Glasg. Vol. 58. Glasgow 
1930. Pp. 61-83. 
WERENSKIOLD, WERNER. Nordmennenes vitenskapelige arbeide på Svalbard 
[The scientific work of the Norwegians in Svalbardl. - Tidsskr. dansk 
Folkeoplysn. I. Odense 1930. Pp. 420-43 1. 
193 1. 
BADEN-POWELL. D. F. W .. see Elton C. S. and D. F. W. Baden-Powell. 
BODYLEVSKY, W., see Sokolov. D. (+) und W. Bodylevsky. 
BRANDT, B. Ober Kryokonit in der Magdalenenbucht in Spitzbergen. -
Z. Gletscherk. B. 19. Berlin 1931. Pp. 125 - 126. 
B[ROWNl. R. N. R[UDMOSEl. see Knothe, Herbert. 
ELTON, C. S. AND BADEN-POWELL, D. F. W. On a Collection of Raised 
Beach Fossils from Spitsbergen. - Geo!. Mag. Lond. Vol. 68. London 
193 1. Pp. 385-405. - Also as: Greenland and Spitsbergen Papers. 
Part 2. London 1934. 
ESKOLA, PENTi, see Ramsay. Wilhelm. 
FREBOLD, HANS. Fazielle Verhaltnisse des Mesozoikums im Eisfjordgebiet 
Sl'itzbergens. Ein Beitrag zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des Skandiks. I. 
Teil. Oslo 1931. 94 pp. - Skr, Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 37. 
- �orges SvaJ-bard- og Ishavs-undersøkelsers ekspedisjoner sommeren 1930. 
Ekspedisjonen til Spitsbergen. IThe expeditions of N. S. I. U. in the 
summer of 1930. The expedition to Spitsbergen.l Norsk geogr. 
Tidsskr. B. 3. Oslo 1931. Pp. 393-395. - Also as: Medd. Norges 
S\'albard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 13. 
- Die Kohlenlager Svalbards. - Z. obersehles. berg- u. hiittenm. Ver. H. 5. 
K:1towice 1931. Pp. 1-5. 
- Geologische Ergebnisse und Aufgaben der Arktisforschung. - Geol. 
Rdsch. B. 22. Berlin 193 1. Pp. 29-40. 
- Cber die wissenschaftliche Erforschung und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung 
Sl'itzbergens. - Nordische Rdsch. Braunschweig 193 1. Pp. 9-17. 
G RABAU , AMADEUS W. The Permian of Mongolia. - Natural History of' 
Central Asia. Vol. 4. New York 1931. 665 pp. 
A150 a comparison with Svalbard. 
HOEL. ADOLF. Spitsbergen and Bear Island (Svalbard). - Arne Kildal : 
The Norway Year Book. Oslo 193 1. Pp. 2 13-222. 
HOLTEDAHL. OLAF. Trekk av nordpolarområdets almindelige geologiske 
struktur lFeatures of the general geological structure of the North Polar 
territory I. - Årb. norske VidenskAkad. Oslo 1931. Pp. 3-4. Report 
of a lecture on Jan. 23rd 193 1. 
- Some general structural Features of the Arctic and adjacent Regions. - Proc. 
geo!. Soe. Lond. Vol. 87. Abstr. No. 1235. London 193 1. C VI I-VI II. 
- Additional Observations on the Rock Formations of Finmarken, Northern 
:'\orway. - Norsk geo!. Tidsskr. B. 1 1. Oslo 1931. Pp. 241-279. 
HORN, GUNNAR. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelsers ekspedisjoner 
sommeren 1930. Ekspedisjonen til Franz Josefs Land. IThe expeditions 
of N. S. l. U. in the summer of 1930. The expedition to F. J. L.l - Norsk 
geogr. Tidsskr. B. 3. Oslo 193 1. Pp. 396-405. Also in: Medd. Norges 
Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 13. 
KNOTHE, HERBERT. Spitzbergen. eine landeskundliche Studie. Gotha 193 1. 
109 pp. - Petermanns Mitt. Erg. h. 2 11. See also maps 193 1. 
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Review by R. N. R[udmose] Blrownl in Geogr. J. Vol. 80. London 1932. 
Pp. 348-349; and by G. W. Tyrrell in Geogr. Rev. Vo!. 22. New York 
1932. Pp. 343-344. 
POSER, HANS. Beitråge zur Kenntnis der arktischen Bodenformen. - Geo!. 
Rdsch. B. 22. 1931. Berlin 1931. Pp. 200-331. 
RAMSAY, WILHELM. Geologiens grunder. I-Il. Tredje upplagan. Omarbetat 
av Penti Eskola, Gustaf Troedsson, Matti Sauramo. - Helsingfors, Stock­
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SAURAMO, MATTI, see Ramsay, Wilhelm. 
SOKOLOV, D. (+) UND W. BODYLEVSKY. Jura- und Kreidefaunen von 
Spitzbergen. Oslo 193 1. 151 pp. Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 35. 
Review: Nature, Lond. Vol. 129. London 1932. P. 584. 
SVENSSON, TORSTEN. Svenska Spetsbergsexpeditionen 1930. - Ymer 1931. 
Årg. 51. Stockholm 1931. Pp. 77-84. 
Trias at Agardhbukta, etc. 
TROEDSSON, GUSTAF, see Ramsay, Wilhelm. 
WELLE-STRAND, EDWARD. Verdens nordligste by: Longyearbyen [The 
northernmost town in the world: Longyearbyen]. - Norske Turistforen. 
Årb. 1931. Oslo 193 1. Pp. 132-143. 
WESTBYE, SIGURD. "Store Norske"s kulldrift på Svalbard 1930 [The coal 
mining of "Store Norske" in Svalbard in 1930] . - Tidsskr. Kjemi Bergv. 
Oslo 1931. P. 30. - Also in: Tekn. Ukeb!. Oslo 1931. P. 46. 
1932. 
FREBOLD, HANS. Paralleie Zlige im geologischen Bau Ostgronlands, Spitz­
bergens, der Båreninsel sowie Norwegens und ihre Bedeutung. - Natur­
wissenschaften. J ahrg. 20. Berlin 1932. Pp. 799-806. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Einige Hauptlinien im geologischen Bau des nord­
atlantisch-arktischen Gebietes. - Z. dtsch. geo\. Ges. Berlin 1932. P. 176. 
HORN, GUNNAR. Some Geological ResuIts of the Norwegian Expedition to 
Franz Josef Land 1930. - Norsk geo!. Tidsskr. B. 11. 1930-1931. 
Oslo 1932. Pp. 482-489. 
KlÆR, JOHAN. The Downtonian and Devonian Vertebrates of Spitsbergen. 
IV. Su border Cyathaspida. A Preliminary Report. Oslo 1932. 26 pp. -­
Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 52. 
KNOTHE, HERBERT. Die Bedeutung des Studiums rezent vereister Gebiete 
flir die Morphologie des norddeutschen Flachlandes. - Petermanns Mitt. 
Gotha 1932. Pp. 67-69. 
Also on Spitsbergen. 
KULLING, OSKAR. Några geologiska resultat från expeditionen till Nordost­
landet 1931. Foredrag 4 febr. 1932. lSome geologi ca I results from the 
expedition to North· East Land in 193 1. Lecture on Febr. 4th 1932. J 
Geo!. Foren. Stockh. Forh. B. 34. Stockholm 1932. Pp. 138- 146. -
Also as: Medd. Stockh. Hogsk. geo!. Inst. Nr. 2 [. 
Sovetskie ugolnye rudnike na Spicbergene [Soviet coal mines in Spitsbergen/o 
- Sov. sever. No. 6. Moskva 1932. P. [14. 
STAEL-HoLSTEIN, LAGE V. Norway in Arcticum. From Spitsbergen to -
Greenland ? Copenhagen 1932. 80 pp. 
Critique on the Norwegian coa1 mining in Spitsbergen. 
SVERDRUP, EINAR. Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani. - Tidsskr . 
Kjemi Bergv. Oslo 1932. Pp. 182-184. 
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TODTMANN, E. M. Endmoranbildungen in Spitzbergen und ihre Bedeutung 
fiir die Formen der diluvialen Endmoranen. - jber. oberrhein. geo!. 
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FRIEDENBURG, FERDINAND. Die Bergwirtschaft der Erde. Stuttgart 1942. 
Pp. 379-380. 
GATT Y, O .• FLEMING, W. L. S. ANDJ. M. EDMONDS. Some Types of Poiygonal 
Surfaee Markings in Spitsbergen. - Amer. J. Sei. Vol. 240. New Haven 
1942. Pp. 8 1-92. 
HOLTEDAHL, OLAF. Vår forunderlige klode [Our strange globe]. Oslo 1942. 
Pp. 25-3 1, 46-5 1. 
HØEG, OVE ARBO. The Downtonian and Devonian Flora of Spitsbergen. 
Oslo 1942. 228 pp. - Skr. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 83. 
NILSSON, T AGE. Sassenisaurus, a New Gen us of Eotriassie Stegocephalians 
from Spitsbergen. - Bull. geo!. Instn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 30. Upsala 
1939- 1943. Pp. 91- 102. [Printed in 1942. ] 
Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs·undersøkelser. The Place-Names of Svalbard. 
Oslo 1942. 539 pp. - Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 80. 
NUSSER , F. Eine Moranenbeobaehtung auf Spitzbergen. - Mitt. geogr. Ges. 
Wien. B. 85. Wien 1942. Pp. 45 1-456. 
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ORVIN, ANDERS K. Om dannelse av strukturmark [On the formation of 
structural ground]. - Norsk geogr. Tidsskr. B. 9. Oslo 1942. Pp. 105-
123. Also as: Medd. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 55. [English 
summary.] 
ROMANOVSKY , V. Sur la decouverte, au Spitzberg, de deux gisements de 
la glace fossile. Bull. Ass. geogr. fr. Nos. 146-147. Paris 1942. 
Pp. 55-56. 
1943. 
DEGE, WILHELM. Ober Ausmass und Art der Bewegung arktischer Fliesserde. 
- Z. Geornorph. B. 11. Berlin-Zehlendorf 1943. Pp. 318-329. 
FØYN, SVEN AND ANATOL HEINTZ. The Downtonian and Devonian Verte­
brates of Spitsbergen. VIII. The English-Norwegian-Swedish Expedition 
1939. Geological Results. Oslo 1943. 51 pp. - Skr. Norges Svalbard­
og Ishavs·unders. Nr. 85. See also maps 1943. 
HEINTZ, ANATOL, see Føyn, Sven and Anatol Heintz. 
NILSSON, T AGE. Ober einige postkraniale SkeIettreste der triassischen 
Stegocephalen Spitzbergens. - Bull. geol. lnstn. Univ. Upsala. Vol. 30. 
Upsala 1939-1943. Pp. 227-272. [Printed in 1943.] 
- On the Morphology of the Lower Jaw of Stegocephalia with Special 
Reference to Eotriassic Stegocephalians from Spitsbergen. I. Descriptive 
Part. Stockholm 1943. 46 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Hand!. Ser. 3. 
B. 20. No. 9. 
ROMANOVSKY, V. Spitzberg et la Siberie du Nord. - Bibliotheque geo­
graphique. Paris 1943. Pp. 36-58. 
- Oscillations de rivage et bathymetrie dans la Region sud de la Baie du 
Roi (Spitzberg). - Bull. Soc. geol. de France. 1943. Pa(is 1943. Pp. 
81-90. 
1944. 
HOEL. ADOLF. Norges livsrom [Norway's "Lebensraum"]' - Det nye Norge. 
B. 3. Oslo 1944. Pp. 1-50. 
eaal and mining in Svalbard, pp'. 21-28. 
NILSSON, T AGE. On the Morphology of the Lower J aw of Stegocephalia 
with Special Reference to Eotriassic Stegocaphalians from Spitsbergen. Il. 
General part. Stockholm 1944. 70 pp. - K.svenska VetenskAkad. Handl. 
Ser. 3. B. 21. No. 1. 
ORVIN, ANDERS K. Litt om kilder på Svalbard lA little about springs in 
Svalbard]. - Norsk geogr. Tidsskr. B. lO. H. l. Oslo 1944. Pp. 16-38. 
- Also as: Medd. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 57. [English 
summary.] 
SELLING, O. H. On Cupressoid Root Remains of Mesozoic Age from the 
Arctic. - Ark. f. Bot. B. 31 A. No. 13. Stockholm 1944. [Printed in 
Uppsala.] 
Year of Publication not known. 
Nordland. Kohlenvorkommen auf Spitzbergen. - Nordland, H. 1. P. Ill-IV. 
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Parliamentary Papers. 
Bergverksordningen for Spitsbergen ( Svalbard) fremlagt av den norske 
regjering. [Kristiania 1921.] 10 pp. 
French translation : Reglement minier du Spitsberg ( Svalbard) presente 
par le gouvernement norvegien. 12 pp. 
English translation : Mining ordinance for Spitsbergen ( Svalbard) presented 
by the Norwegian Government. 12 pp. 
Bergverksordningen for Spitsbergen ( Svalbard) utferdiget 7 august 1925. 
Oslo. 
Kommerskollegii utlåtanden. Svenska Statens intressen i kolfålten å Spets­
bergen. - Kommersiella Meddelanden. Årg. 10. Nr. 6. Stockholm 1930. 
Pp. 264-271. 
- Staten och Spetsbergens svenska kolfalt. 21 maj 1920. - Kommersiella 
Meddelanden 7 (1920). S. 544-552. 
- Svenska Statens intressen i koJnilten å Spetsbergen. 3 mars 1923. -­
Kommersiella Meddelanden 10(1923). S. 264-271. 
- Utlåtande angående 1925 års Spetsbergen-sakkunnigas utlåtande och 
fOrslag. 12 februari 1926. - Kommersiella Meddelanden 13 (1926). 
S. 161-163. 
- Utlåtande med forslag till avvecklande av statens engagemang i svenska 
stenkolsaktiebolaget Spetsbergen. 3 juni 1926. - Kommersiella Medde­
landen 13 (1926). S. 624. 
- Utlåtande angående bevarande i svensk ago av vissa stenkolstilIgångar 
å Spetsbergen. 14 april 1927. - Kommersiella Meddelanden r 4 (1927). 
S. 387-390. 
Riksdagens fOrhandlingar. Kung!. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående 
anslag for tecknande av aktier i aktiebolaget Spetsbergens svenska kolfalt; 
given Stockholms slott den 18 mars 192 1, nr. 218; Utskott, sam!. 6, 
avdein. l, nr. 203; Riksdagens skrivelser nr. 333; Riksdagens protokoll, 
Forsta kamm. nr. 46: 80 d, Andra kamm. nr. 58: 51 d. 
- Interpellation nr. 22. Ang. vidtagande av åtgarder varigenom vissa statens 
verk och statsunderstOdda inrattningar ålaggas att i fOrsta hand traffa avtal 
om inkop av svenska stenko!. - Riksdagens protokoll, Andra kamm. 
nr. 36: 98 och nr. 54: 23. 1921. 
- Kung!. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående lån till svenska sten­
kolsaktiebolaget Spetsbergen; given Stockholms slott den 16 mars 1923, 
nr. 173; Utskott, sam!. 6, avdein. 1, nr. 122 och nr. 136; Riksdagens 
skrivelser nr. 3 19; Riksdagens protokoll, Forsta kamm. 41: 2 d, 42: I, 
44: 27, Andra kamm. 43: 16 d, 44: l, 45: 43. 
- Bilaga till 1924 års statsverksproposition: Utgifter fOr kapitalOkning: 
bi!. 4. 
- Kung!. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående statsverkets tillstånd 
och behov fOr budgetåret 1924-25; given Stockholms slott den 2 januari 
1924, nr. 1. ( Ufk. VI); Utskott, sam!. 6, avdein. 1, nr. 14; Riksdagens 
skrivelser nr. 38; Riksdagens protokoll, Forsta kamm. 14: 45, Andra 
kamm. 13: 57. 
- Kung!. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående statens overtagande av 
vissa fordringar hos svenska stenkolsaktiebolaget Spetsbergen m. m.; given 
Stockholms slott den 25 februari 1926, nr. 195; Utskott, sam!. 6, avdein. l, 
nr. 90 och 105; Riksdagens skrivelser nr. 282; Riksdagens protokoll, 
Forsta kamm. 30: 100 d, 31: 67 , 39: 2, Andra kamm. 29: 74 d, 
31: 1, 41 : 1. 
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Riksdagens fOrhandlingar. Av herrar Lindblad och Asplund angående be­
varande i svensk ago av vissa stenkolsfyndigheter på Spetsbergen. -
Motioner, Forsta kamm. nr. 99; Utskott, sam\. 6, avdein. l, nr. 29; Riks­
dagens skrivelser nr. 6 7, Riksdagens protokoll, Forsta kamm. 13: 89 d, 
Andra kamm. 13: 75 d. 
- Kung\. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående fortsatt bevarande i 
svensk ago av vissa stenkolsfyndigheter å Spetsbergen; given Stockholms 
slott den 10 februari 1928, nr. 58; Utskott, sam!. 6, avdein. l, nr. 44 och 
54; Riksdagens skrivelser nr. 95; Riksdagens protokoll, Forsta kamm. 
20: 21 d, 21 : 6, 22: l ,  Andra kamm. 19: 49 d, 20: 2, 22 : l. 
- Kung!. Maj:ts proposition till riksdagen angående fOrsaljning av Nya 
svenska stenkolsaktiebolaget Spetsbergens egen dom å Spetsbergen; given 
Stockholms slott den 26 januari 1934, nr. 81; Utskott, sam!. 6, avdein. l, 
nr. 42; Riksdagens skrivelser nr. 106; Riksdagens protokoll, Forsta kamm. 
17: 96 d, Andra kamm. 18: 115 d. 
Stortingets Forhandlinger. Angående proposisjon til Stortinget om god­
kjennelse av den under 28 mai 1919 avsluttede kontrakt med Bjørnøen 
AlS om leveranse av inntil 15 000 ton stenku!. - Stort. forh. 1919, D. 2 b, 
St. prp. nr. 183; D. 7 b, Storttid., ref. s. 1746; D. 6 a I, Indst. S. nr. 258; 
D. 7 b, beh., s. 2266-69. 
- Om godkjennelse av de av Handelsdeparte mentet avsluttede kontrakter 
om kjøp av kull: a) med AlS Bjørnøen, Stavanger, om 30 000 tonn; 
b) med AlS De Norske Kulfelter Spitsbergen, Bergen, om 10 000 tonn, 
og c) med Kings Bay Kul Co., Aalesund, om 30 000 tonn. - Stort. 
forh. 1920, D. 2. St. med. nr. 18 (hemmelig); D. 7 b, Storttid., ref. s. 233 7; 
D. 6 a I, Indst. S. nr. 288; D. 7 b, beh. S. 3334. 
- Om godkjennelse av de av Handelsdepartementet avsluttede kontrakter 
om kjøp av kull a) med Bjørnøen AlS, Stavanger, om 70 000 tonn, 
b) med Kings Bay Kul Comp. AlS, Aalesund, om tilsammen 80000 tonn 
og c) med Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS, Kristiania, om 
40 000 tonn. - Stort. forh. 19 21, St.med. nr. 17 (hemmelig); Innst. S. C. 
(hemmelig); D. 7 b, Storttid., beh. S. 3177. 
- Innstilling fra protokollkomiteen vedrørende representanten Langhelles 
uttalelser under trontaledebatten angående forholdene på Spitsbergen og 
Bjørnøen. - Stort. forh. 1922, D. 6 b, Innst. O. nr. 77 1922; D. 7 b, beh. 
S. 195-201. 
- Om Statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Spitsbergen 
og Bjørn øya . - Stort. forh. 1922, D. 2 b, St.prp. nr. 119; D. 7 b, 
Storttid., ref. S. 2266-6 7; D. 6 a Il, Innst. S. nr. LXXV; D. 7 b, beh. 
s 3229-47. 
- Om Statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Spitsbergen og 
Bjørnøya. - Stort. forh. 1923, D. 2 a, St.med. nr. 36; D. 7 b, Storttid., 
ref. S. 3204; D. 6 a I, Innst. S. nr. 68; D. 7 b, beh. S. 4006-19. 
- Om statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Spitsbergen og 
Bjørnøya. - Stort. forh. 1924, .D 2 b, St.med. nr. 19; D. 7 b. Stort.tid., 
ref. S. 2889; D. 6 a I, Innst. S. nr. 99; D. 7 b, beh. S. 3051-52. 
- Om statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Spitsbergen og 
Bjørnøya. - Stort. forh. 1925, D. 2, St.med. nr. 32; D. 7 b, Stort.tid., 
ref. S. 2468; D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 146; D. 7 b, beh. 2722-23. 
- Om godkjennelse av traktaten om Spitsbergen (Svalbard). - Stort. forh. 
19 24, D. 2 b, St.prp. nr. 36; D. 7 a, Storttid., ref. S. 535; D. 6 a, Innst. 
S. LXIV: D. 7b, beh. S. 2741-2743. 
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Stortingets Forhandlinger. Om statens forhold til de norske selskaper på 
Svalbard. - Stort. forh. 1926, D. 2 b, St.med. nr. 1 4; D. 7 a, Stort.tid., 
ref. s. 1188; D.6 a I, Innst. S. nr. 170; og S. nr. 187; D. 7b, beh. 
s.2857-58. 
- Om bevilgning til utløsning av de av russiske kravsmenn anmeldte 
okkupasjonskrav på Svalbard. - Stort. forh. 1927, D. 2 a, St.prp. nr. 39; 
. D. 1 a, Stort.tid., ref. S. 638; D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 73; D. 7 b, beh. S. 1493. 
- Om godkjennelse av overenskomst mellem staten og AlS Svalbard Kul­
gru ber vedr. selskapets okkupasjonskrav på Svalbard og bevilgning av 
kr. 200 000. 00 i anledning herav. - Stort. forh. 1927, D. 2 b, St.prp. nr. 
81; D. 7 a, Stort.tid., ref. S. 2197; D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 164; D. 7 b, 
beh. S. 2320. 
- Om statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Svalbard. -­
Stort. forh. 1927, D. 2 b, St.prp. nr. 84; D. 7 b, Starttid., ref. S. 2234; 
D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 194; D. 7 b, beh. S. 2635-36. 
- Om statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Svalbard. -
Stort. forh. 1928, D. 2 d, St.prp. nr. 101; D. 7 d, Stort.tid., ref. S. 1741; 
D. 6 d, Innst. S. nr. 82, tiIlegg; D. 7 d, beh. S. 1983. 
- Om statens forhold til de norske selskapers kulldrift på Svalbard. -
Stort. forh. 1929, D. 2 d, St.prp. nr.!. Tillegg nr. lO. D. 7 d, Stort.tid., 
ref. S. 1621; D. 6 d , Budgett-Innst. S. nr. 167; D. 7 d, beh. S. 1945. 
- Lån til Svalbardselskapene. - Stort. forh. 1929, D. I a, St.prp. nr. I. 
Kap. 540; D. 6 a. Budgett-innst. S. nr. 87; D. 7, beh. S. 1341-42. 
- Lån til Svalbardselskapene. - Stort. forh. 1930, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. I. 
Kap. 540; D. 6 a. Budgett-innst. S. nr. 90; D. 7 a, beh. S. 110 1. 
- Om statens forhold til kullselskapene p å  Svalbard. - Stort. forh. 1931, 
D. 2 a, St.prp. nr. 65. D. 7 b, Stort. tid., ref. S. 1569. 
- Lån til Svalbardselska pene. - Stort. forh. 1931, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. 1, 
kap. 540; D. 6 a, Budgett-innst. S. nr. 84; D. 7 a, beh. S. 766. 
- Salg av statens sperrede innskudd i Aalesunds Kreditbank i likvidasjon 
under offentlig administrasjon og kjøp av Kreditbankens tilgodehavende 
hos Kings Bay Kul Camp. AlS. - Stort. forh. 1931, D. 2 a, St.prp. nr. 11; 
D. 7 a, Starttid., ref. S. 57; D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 26; D. 7 a, beh. S. 766. 
- Om statens interesser på Svalbard. Erhvervelse av The Northern 
Exploration Company Ltds. rettigheter på Svalbard og kjøp av aksjene i 
Bjørnøen AlS. - Stort. forh. 1932, D. 2 a, St.prp. nr. 51; Bilag: Uttalelse 
fra Svalbardkommisjonen av 1929 angående Statens interesser på Sval­
bard. Oslo 1931. 24 S.; D. 7 b, Starttid., ref. S. 1302; D. 6 a, Budgett­
innst. S. nr. 85; D. 7 b, beh. S. 1849-1856. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kul kompani AlS til kjøp av Nya 
Svenska Stenkolsaktiebolaget 'Spetsbergens eiendommer og anlegg på 
Svalbard. - Stort. forh. 1934, D. 2, St.prp. nr. l. Tillegg nr. 14; D. 7 b, 
Storttid., ref. S. 1710; D. 6 a, Budgett-innst. S. nr. 87 b; D. 7 b, beh. 
S. 1962-75. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. (Kjøpet av Svea­
gruven.) - Stort. forh. 1935, D. I a, St.prp. nr. l. Kap. 543; D. 6 a, 
Budgett-innst. S. nr. 92; D. 7 a, beh. S. 530. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. (Kjøpet av Svea­
gruven.) - Stort. forh. 1936, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. 1. Kap. 543, D. 6 a, 
Budgett-innst. S. nr. 89 ; D. 7 a, beh. S. 517. 
- Om statsgaranti for lån til Gips & Kalk AlS. - Stort. for h. 1936, D. 2, 
St.prp. nr. 68; D. 6 a, Innst. S. nr. 105; D. 7 b, beh. S. 987. 
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Stortingets Forhandlinger. Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. 
(Kjøpet av Sveagruven.) - Stort. forh. 1937, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr.!. Kap. 543; 
D. 6 a, Budgett·innst. S. nr. 98; D. 7 a, beh. s. 527. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. (Kjøpet av Svea­
gruven.) - Stort. forh. 1938, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. 1. Kap. 543; D. 6 a, Budgett­
innst. S. nr. 103; D. 7, beh. s. 775. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. (Kjøpet av Svea­
gruva.) - Stort. forh. 1939, D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. 1. Kap. 543; D. 6 a, Budgett­
inns!. S. nr. 103; D. 7, beh. s. 545. 
- Lån til Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani AlS. - Stort. forh. 1940, 
D. 1 a, St.prp. nr. l .  Kap. 537; D. 6 a, Budgett-innst. S. nr. 100. 
Utkast til bergverksordmng for Spitsbergen med indstilling fra den i henhold 
til kgl. resolution av 8. august 1919 opnevnte komite [Sch erne of mining 
of Spitsbergen with report from the committee appointed in conformity 
with the royal resolution of Aug. 8th 1919.] 
Annual Reports and Papers Published by the Mining Companies. 
Aktiebolaget Spetsbergens Svenska Kolfiilt. Styrelsens forvaltningsberattelse 
1916-1923 [Annual Reports for 1916-1923. 1 Stockholm. 
Arctic Coal Company and Frederick Ayer and John M. Longyear. Letters 
and reports to the Secretary of State relating to the coal properties in 
Spitsbergen for every year from 1906 to 1916. Boston, Mass. [Severai 
of these reports are printed as MS. In the library of NSIU]. 
Arctic Oil Company AlS. Aktieinnbydelse [Company's Prospeetus. ] -
Norsk Kunngjøreisestidende nr. 453. Oslo 4 des. 1918. 
Bergverksdriften på Svalbard. Beretninger i Norges Bergverksdrift siden 
1916. Utgitt av det Statistiske Centralbyrå, Oslo. [Min ing in Svalbard. 
Reports in Norges Bergverksdrift since 1916. Edited by S. C., Oslo.l 
BJørnøen, AlS. Aktieindbydelse [Company's Prospectus. l Stavanger 1918. 
- Vedtægter for Bjørnøen AlS. (Stavanger) [Statutes of . . .  l [Printed as 
MS., probably in 1918. ] 
Årlige drifts beretninger [Annual reports on mining operations.] Stavanger 
(1918-25). 
Dansk Meteorologisk Institut. Isforholdene i de arktiske have [lce conditions 
in the Arctic Seas]. -- - Naut.·met. Aarb. Kbh. [Issued annually with 
Danish and English text.] 
De Norske Kulfelter Spitsbergen, AlS. Aktieinnbydelse [Company's Pro­
speetus. ] - Norsk Kunngjøreisestidende nr. 120. Kristiania 22 mars 
1916. � Farmand. Nr. 36. Kristiania 9 sept. 1916. In the latter journal 
with an annexe with maps, etc. 
Vedtægter for . . . .  (Statutes of . . . ) 1916. 
-- Farmand. Nr. 36. Kristiania 1916, p. 695. 
Beretninger for 1917-1921 [Reports for 191 7 � 1921. J Bergen. 
lndberetning til Skifteretten i AlS De Norske Kulfelter Spitsbergen, 
dets konkursbo [Report submitted to the Bankruptcy Court on the position 
of AlS D. N. K. S. ] Oslo 415 1928. 
Det Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompagni (F. Hiorth). Green Harbour. Aktie­
indbydelse med bilag. Bl. a. et kroki over: Det Norske Kulkompagni, 
F. Hiorth's Landomraade Green Harbour Spitsbergen, samt profiler av 
kullagene. [The Norwegian Spitsbergen Coal Company (F. Hiorth.) Green 
Harbour. Company's Prospectus with annexes, including a sketeh map of 
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the area belonging to the company at Green Harbour, and also sections 
of the coal seams. ] Christiania 1911. 
Grumant. Ob utveridenie ustava akcionernago obscestva "Grumant" na 
Spicbergene [Articles of Association of the joint-stock company "Grumant" 
in Spitsbergen]. -- Sobranie uzakonenie i rasporazenie pravitelstva, 
izdavanoe pri pravitelstvujuscem senatje. 15. ijunia 1915 g. No. 87. 
Otdjel vtoroi. St. 680. St. Petersburg 1 9 15. Pp. 3468-3480. 
- Ob utveridenie ustava russkago Spicbergenskago akcionernago obscestva 
[Articles of Association of the Russian Spitsbergen joint-stock company].­
Sobranie uzakonenie i rasporazenie praviteltsva, izdavanoe pri pravitelst­
vujuscem senatje. 13 fev. 1916 g. No. 16. Otdjel vtoroi. St. 182. St. 
Petersburg 1916. Pp. 580-611. 
Hammerfest Kulaktieselskap. Lover for . .. .  Vedtagne i generalforsamling 
23 april 1900. [Statutes of the Hammerfest Coal Company, Ltd., passed 
in General Meeting on April 23rd 19001. [Printed as MS.] 
Kings Bay Kul Comp. , AlS' kulfeIter på Svalbard [The co al fields in Svalbard 
belonging to K. B. K. Co. ]. Ålesund 1929. 3 pp. [Printed as MS.] 
Nederlandsche Spitsbergen-Compagnie. Naamlooze vennootschap Neder­
landsche Spitsbergen-Compagnie gevestigd te Rotterdam. Verslag over 
het Boekjaar 1923/1924, 1924/1925, 1925/1926, 1926/1927. 
Northern Exploration Company, Limited. Marble Island. London 1913. 
84 pp. N. B. This Book is reserved solely for purposes private to the 
Northern Exploration Company, Limited. 
-- Capital or; 125 000. or; 110 000 issued. Private and Confidential. 
Contains severai reports, estimates, etc. 
- The Northern Exploration Company, Ltd. (Strictly private and con­
fidential). 134 pp. 
- The Gate to the Northern Markets of Europe. Spitsbergen. London 
[1919?] 19 pp. 
- Reports of the Directors. London. 
- Spitsbergen's Mineral Wealth. lts vital mportance to British Trade and 
Industry. [London 1918-1919.] 40 pp. 
Also printed as: Spitsbergen's Mineral WeaIth. A Bulwark of British 
lndustry. - The Financier. London, October and November 1918. 
[-- ?] The British Flag hoisted at Spitsbergen: A Land of Extraordinary 
Wealth in Co al and Iron. - The SpIlere, November 9, 1918. Pp. 100 
-101. 
Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate Limited, The. Reports by the Directors to 
the General Meetings of Sharehoiders. Edinburgh. 
- Scottish Spitsbergen. - Min. Mag. Lond. Vol. 21. London 1919. 
Pp. 380-381. 
On the c1aims of the company. 
Spitsbergen Guano Compani, AlS. Aktieindbydelse [Company's Prospectus.] 
- Norsk KunngjøreIsestidende. nr. 207. Oslo 5 juni 1917. 
Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani Aktieselskap. Aktieindbydelse 
[Company's Prospectus. ] - Aftenposten 22/10 1916. Nr. 549. Kristiania 
1916. 
- Vedtægter for . . . .  [Statutes of . . .  1 Kristiania 1916. 10 pp. 
- Årsberetninger for driftsårene 1917-1942 [Annual reports for the 
years 1917-1942]. Oslo. 
- Overenskomster mellem Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani Aktie­
selskap og Norsk Arbeidsmandsforbund og dets lokale avdeling nr. 142 
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Spitsbergen. [Agreements between S. N. S. K. A. and N. A. and its loeal 
braneh No. 1 42, Spitsbergen. j Oslo. 
S\'enska Stenkolsaktiebolaget Spetsbergen. Bolagsordning fOr . . .  , [Statutes 
of S. S. S.j, Stockholm 1923. 
- De svenska koltillgångarne på Spetsbergen oeh deras bet ydelse for 
Sveriges bransleforsorjning [Swedish coal resources in Spitsbergen and 
their importance to the fuel supply of Sweden]. Stockholm 1924. 39 pp. 
- Styrelsens forvaltningsberattelser 1923-1925 [Board of directors' reports 
1923-1925j . Stockholm. 
Trondhjem Spitsbergen Kulkompagni. Forhandlingsprotokoll [Journal of its 
proceedings]. [Photographie copy at Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-under­
sokelser.] 
Maps. 
Only more important geological maps have been included. Editor, year 
of publication, and, where needed, also title of paper refer to the chapter 
., Papers arranged alphabetieally under year of publication", where the exact 
data of the various publications will be found. 
1863. 
Karta Ofver nord-ost ra delarne av Spetsbergen och Hinlopen Strait [Map of 
the north-eastern parts of Spitsbergen and Hinlopen Strait]. Mean seale 
1: 400 000. Printed in colours. - Nordenskiold, A. E. , 1863. 
1864. 
Treurenberg Bay och Mussel Bay [Treurenberg Bay and Mossel Ba\,I. 
Scale l: 440 000. Printed in colours. -- Blomstrand, C. W. 1864. 
Stenkol-distriktet vid Kings Bay [The eoal distriet at Kings Bay]. Scale 
l: 40 000. Printed in colours. -- Blomstrand, C. W. 1864. 
1866. 
Ctkast till en geologisk karta ofver Spetsbergen [Sketch of a geological rna]' 
of Spitsbergen]. Scale 1: 1000 000. Printed in colours. - N ordenskiol j. 
A. E. 1866. 
1888. 
Geologische Karte von Spitzbergen naeh einer Skizze von Prof. Nathorst. 
Mitt!. Masst. 1: 3 700 000. - Nathorst, A. G. 1888. Also in Nathorst. 
A. G. Jordens Historia. 1894, and in Nathorst. A. G. Zur pa1aozoischen 
Flora, etc. 1894. Further printed in N athorst, A. G. Sveriges geologi. 
Stockholm 1894. P. 18. 
1900. 
Geologisehe Kartenskizze liber die Baren Inse!. Masst. 1: 142 000. -
Andersson, J. G. Ober die Stratigraphie und Tektonik der Baren Inse!. 
1900. 
:Geological sketch map of Spitsbergen. ] Scale 1: 4000 000. - De Geer. 
Gerard. Om ostra Spetsbergens glaciation under istiden. 1900. 
1901. 
Geologisk karta orver Kung Karls Land [Geological map of King Charles 
Land ]. Scale 1: 250 000. Printed in colours. Nathorst, A. G. Bidrag 




W. Spitzbergen. Scale 1: 2000 000. - De Geer, Gerard. Some leading 
lines of dislocation in Spitzbergen. 1909. 
Geologisk oversigtskart over Spitsbergen væsentlig efter Nathorst [General 
geological map of Spitsbergen chiefly after Nathorst]. - Holmsen, Gunnar. 
1909. 
[Geological sketch map of the country between Van Mijenfjorden and 
Isfjorden 1. Holmsen, Gunnar. 1909. 
1910. 
Geologische Kartenskizze von Spitzbergen. Masst. l: 2000 000. Printed in 
colours. - Nathorst, A. G. Beitrage zur Geologie, etc. 1910. 
Geologische Kartenskizze des Konig-Karl-Landes. Masst. 1 :  500 000. 
Printed in colours. - N athorst, A. G. Beitrage zur Geologie, etc. 1910. 
1911. 
Carte geologique des environs de la Baie Bock. Par Adolf Hoel. Scale 
about l: 100 000. Printed in colours. - Hoel, A. et O. Holtedahl. 191 1. 
1912. 
Das skandische Senkungsgebiet mit Randhebungszentren. Masst. 1 : 8000 000. 
- De Geer, Gerard. Kontinentale Niveauveranderungen, etc. 1912. 
Map of Central Spitzbergen with the main Coal-District. Scale 1: 300 000. 
Printed in colours. - De Geer, Gerard. The Co al Region, etc. 1912. 
1913. 
Geologische Karte tiber das Karbongebiet westlich von Green Harbour auf 
Spitzbergen. Masst. 1: 100 000. Printed in colours. - Holtedahl, Olaf. 
1913. 
Geologische Karte tiber das Gebiet ostlich des Vorlandsundes auf Spitz­
bergen. Masst. 1: 200 000. Printed in colours. - Holtedahl, Olaf. 1913. 
1914. 
Carte du distriet voJcanique du Spitsberg du Nord. [Echelle environ de 
I: 500 OOO.J - Hoel, Adolf. Nouvelles observations, etc. 1914. 
Carte geologique du Mt. Halvdan. Echelle de 1 : 2000. Printed in colours. --­
Hoel, Adolf. Nouvelles observations. etc. 1914. 
Carte geologique des sources Jotun. Eehelle de 1 : 2000. Printed in colours. 
- Hoel, Adolf. Nouvelles observations. etc, 1914. 
Carte geologique des sources Troll. Eehelle de 1 : 2000. Printed in colours. 
-- Hoel, Adolf. Nouvelles observations, etc. 1914. 
19 17. 
Kartskiss visande utbredningen av de kolfOrande formationerna på Spets­
bergen. [Sketch map showing the coal-bearing formations in Spitsbergen I. 
- Andersson, Gunnar. Spetsbergens koltillgångar, etc. 1917. 
Kartskiss visande utbredningen av de viktigare och Mttre belagna kol­
flOtserna [Sketeh map showing the distribution of the most important 
and best situated eoal beds]. Scale 1: 300 000. - Andersson, Gunnar. 
Spetsbergens koltillgångar, etc. 1917. 
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1918. 
Spitsbergen (Provisional Geological Map). Scale l: 1000 000. G. S. 2878. 
Ordnanee Survey (London) August. 1918. 
Geologische Karte tiber die Umgebung der Klaas Billen Bay. Masst. l: 200 000 . 
Printed in colours. StensiO, Erik A:son. Zur Kenntnis, etc. 1918. 
1919. 
Map of western Spitsbergen with geographical leading lines. Scale l: 500 000. 
- De Geer, Gerard. 1919. 
1920. 
Geologisk kart over Spitsbergen [Geological map of Spitsbergen]. [Scale 
abt. l: 3500 000.] - Holtedahl, Olaf. Spitsbergens og Bjørnøens geologi. 
1920. 
Geologisk kart over Bjørnøen [Geological map of Bear Island]. [Scale abt. 
1 : 200 000.] - Holtedahl, Olaf. Spitsbergens og Bjørnøens geologi. 1920. 
1922. 
Topographical and geological rnap of the region to the north and east of 
Klaas Billen Bay, Spitsbergen. - Tvrrell, G. W. The Pre-Devonian 
Basernent, etc. 1922. 
1924. 
Geological rnap of Prince Charles Foreland. Scale l: 400 000. - Tyrrell 
G. W. The Geology of Prince Charles Foreland, Spitsbergen. 1924. 
1925. 
,\hp of the inland of Spitsbergen between Belsund and Storfjorden. Scale 
l : 100 000. Printed in colours. - Hagermann, Tor H. ResuIts of the 
Swedish Expedition, etc. 1925. 
Geological rnap of Spitsbergen. M. 1 : 335 000. Hoel, Adolf. The Coal 
Deposits, etc. 1925. 
Geological map of the peninsula between lee Fjord and Bell Sound-Van 
Mijen Bay. [Scale abt. l: 660 000.] - Hoel, Adolf. The Coal Deposits. 
etc. 1925. 
Coal Areas of Spitsbergen. Scale l: 200 000. - Hoel, Adolf. The Co al 
Deposits, etc. 1925. 
Geological Map of Bear Island by Anders K. Orvin and Gunnar Horn. 
rScale abt. l: 140 000.] - Hoel, Adolf. The Co al Deposits, etc. 1925. 
1926. 
Geological Map of the Inner Part of Wahlenberg Bay, North-East Land. 
showing the Distribution of Land-lee in 1924. [Scale abt. l: 200 000].­
Sandford, Kenneth Stuart. The Geology of North-East Land (Spitsbergen\. 
1926. 
Geological Map of North-East Land (Spitsbergen) and the adjacent Islands. 
[Scale abt. l: 900 000]. Printed in colours. - Sandford, Kenneth Stuart. 
The Geology of North-East Land (Spitsbergen). 1926. 
1927. 
Geologiceskaja karta casti zapadnogo Spicbergena [Geological rnap of a part 
of Western Spitsbergen]. Scale l: 2000 000. - Obrucev, Sergei. 1927. 
8-1 
Geological Map of New Friesland. IScale abt. l: 320 000.1 Printed in 
colours. - Odell, Noel Ewart. 1927. 
Svalbard. 33 maps in scale l : 50 000 with boundaries of recognised claims. 
and a general map of recognised claims. Sca!e l: 1000 000. - Si nd­
balle, Kristian. 1927. 
1928. 
Die Ausbreitung der kohlenftihrenden Formationen auf Spitzbergen. Masst. 
l : 2 mill. - Horn, Gunnar. 1928. 
Svalbard. Bjørnøya (Bear Island) Geological Map. Scale l: 50 000. Printed 
in colours. - Horn, Gunnar and Anders K. Orvin. 1928. 
1930. 
10 palaographischen Karten. 1. Mittierer Lias. 2. Oberer Lias. 3. Bajo­
cien-Bathonien. 4. Callovien. 5. Unterstes Portland. 6. Untere Wolga­
stufe. 7. Unt.-Mittl. Valanginien. 8. Hauterivien-Barremien. 9. Aptien. 
10. Albien. - Frebold, Hans. Verbreitung und Ausbildung, etc. 1930. 
Geologische Karte der Arktis mit angrenzenden Gebieten. - Holtedahl, 
Olaf. 1930. 
1931. 
Geologische Kartenskizze von Spitzbergen. Masst. l: 1000 000. Printed in 
colours. - Knothe, Herbert. 193 1. 
1933. 
Bathymetric Charts of Barents Sea and adjacent Parts of the Norwegian 
Sea and the Arctic Ocean. Scale l: 4000 000 on Lat. 750• Drawn by 
Hans W:son Ahlmann and Nils Friberg in 1933. - Ahlmann, Hans 
W:son. Geomorphology. 1933. Pl. 3. 
Topographical and geological map of Spitsbergen. [Scale abt. 1 : l 800 000.J 
Tyrrell, G. W. and K. S. Sandford. 1933. 
1934. 
Karte zur Geologie arktischer Gebiete. Masst. l: 13500 000. - Frebold, 
Hans. 1934. 
Geological observations on the N coast of Sueciahalvøya, NW part of North­
East Land. Scale ap pr. l: 100 000. - Kulling, Oskar. 1934. P. 194. 
Geological observations in the Lomfjorden district. Scale appr. l: 200 000. 
- Kulling, Oskar. 1934. P. 208. 
C. W. Blomstrand's geological observations in Hec1ahoekfjellet (1864, Pl. 1 : l, 
supplemented from the information given in his text). Scale ap pr. l: l 00 000. 
- Kulling, Oscar. 1934. P. 214. 
A. E. Nordenskiold's geological observations in Heclahoekfjellet [with Kulling's 
observations in 193 11. Scale appr. l: 100 000. - Kulling, Oskar. 1934. 
P. 2 15. 
Geological Map of the region round Hinlopenstredet. Scale 1 :500 000. 
Printed in colours. - Kulling, Oskar. 1934. 
Geological Map of the Murchisonfjorden district (NW part of North-East 
Land). Scale l: 75 000. Printed in colours. - Kulling, Oskar. 1934. 
Svalbard. Kings Bay Coal Field. Geolo�ical Field Map. Scale l: 12500. 
Printed in colours. - Orvin, Anders K. 1934. 
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Svalbard. Kings Bay Coal Field. Geological Map. Scale l: 12500. 
Orvin, Anders K. 1934. 
Svalbard. The Area belonging to Kings Bay Kul Comp. AlS. Geological 
Field Map. Scale l: 100 000. Printed in colours. - Orvin, Anders K. 
1934. 
Svalbard. The Area belonging to Kings Bay Kul Comp. AlS. Geological 
Map. Scale l :  100 000. - Orvin, Anders K. 1934. 
1935. 
Geologische Dbersichtsskizze von Spitzbergen. Masst. ungef. 1: 250 000. 
Frebold, Hans. 1935. 
Geologische Obersichtsskizze der Bareninsel. Nach G. Horn und A. K. Orvin 
(1928). Masst. 1 : 150 000. - Frebold, Hans. 1935. 
Srezialkarte der Broggerhalbinsel nach A. K. Orvin (1934). - Frebold. 
Hans. 1935. 
1936. 
A part of the Spitsbergen shelf area with supposed submarine fault lines 
especially marked. Scale 1: 1000 000. - Holtedahl, Olaf. 1936. 
1937. 
Geological Map of the Northern Part of USSR. Scale 1: 2500 000. Edited 
by Prof. M. M. Yermolaev and Prof. A. A. Petrenko. Leningrad 1937. 
Ermolaev. M. M. 1937. 
Geologiceskaja karta treticnyh otlozenij rajona Ajsfjorda [Geological mal' of 
the Tertiary in the lee Fjord regionJ. Scale 1: 100 000. - Ljutkevic, 
E. M. Geologia treticnyih, i t. d. 1937. 
Geologiceskaja karta ucastka gory Piramidy [Geological map of a part of 
Mt. Pyramiden]. Scale l: 50 000. - Ljutkevic, E. M. Geologiceskij ocerk, 
i t. d. 1937. 
1938. 
eoal Areas of Svalbard. Scale 1: 3 mill. - Hoel, Adolf. Coal-Mining in 
Svalbard. 1938. 
1940. 
Svalbard. Geological Map. Scale l: 1000000. Printed in colours. -
Orvin, Anders K. Outline, etc. 1940. 
Svalbard. Geologisk kart utarbeidet av Anders K. Orvin. Målestokk 
l : 1000 000. Printed in colours. [The same map as above. but with 
Norwegian text. J 
1941. 
Stubendorff Mountains West Spitsbergen. - Harland, W. B. 1941. 
1943. 
Geological map of the Devonian Area of North-West Spitsbergen. (Scale 
abt. l: 700 000.) - Føyn, Sven and Anatol Heintz. 1943. 
Geological map of North-West Sritsbergen. Scale l: 1000000. - Fm'n, 
S\'en and Anatol Heintz. 19-13. 
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